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Three suspects arrested for off-campus murder
By Ken McNeill
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LEFT: The SJSU
cycling team begins
their early morning
Saturday ride in
Cupertino.
BELOW: Randy Shem
(foreground), Craig
Baranowski (middle)
and Sean McClean
wear the team jersey.
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Safety is
important;
it’s our first
priority. One
of the things
we
emphasize is
how to ride
properly and
safely, so
you’re not
causing
crashes.
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Internet telecast
breaks new ground
KSJS inauguration coverage
first in cyberspace history
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Tactics taught to survive
the metropolitan area

By Eddie Zacalia
Speitan Dail, S1.111 Nett,
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Unit created to
curb assaults
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Cycling team finds riding to be fun
and a challenge at the same time
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Fighting depression a focus of Awareness Day
Information booths
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brochures on health
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Drastic cuts made to student aid
Interest-free grace period for loans eliminated by Congress
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English initiative

Chicano library

0.J. faces civil suits

California dream

A prematurely released federal
appeals court ruling said
Wednesday that Anzona’s
"official English" initiative
violates free -speech nghts.

The Chicano Library Resource
Center is hosting an open house
from 5:30 to 8 p.m, today to help
make people aware of the
cultural resources available

This time 0 J could be forced to
testify. The !my would need
more than "reasonable doubt" to
exonerate Iwn. And the verdict
need not be unanimous

:
mg the
Those oh!
California Drham dead may have
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been premature The greatest
exodus of residents in California
history seems

-- Page 8
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Newsroom Voices

This ’sitter’ won’t take it anymore

Newsroom Voices

Putting it back into perspective
Mceding Kevin couldn’t the inconsequential becomes
have conic at a more absurdly important, and those
appropriate time. I had things that really matter become
just finished a stressful week and invisible.
I’ll bet you never thought about
survived a busy weekend, which
was spent entertaining guests and how easy it is to pick up that cup of
coffee
you’re sipping on right now.
studying fir three midterms. I was
beginning to feel sorry for myself You don’t even have to think about
and wonder how I would ever it, you just do it. When you get
make it through the rest of the done reading this paper u till simply toss it aside, pick up ytout backsemester sane.
"I’m lucky," Kevin said to me as pack and head to your next class.
he looked up from his wheelchair. Imagine doing that strapped to a
Kevin was telling me that although wheelchair with practically no use
he is a quadriplegic, he had some of your arms and hands. Now,
use of his arms and hands. From spilling that cup of coffee on your
his perspective he felt lucky. This lap just doesn’t seem quite so bad.
made me think a lot about how I The coffee stain will come out with
handle things. Here I was feeling detergent, and next week you’ll
sorry for myself for no good rea- forget it ever happened.
Relatively innocuous mishaps
son, and yet Kevin, who had a right
to complain about life not deliver- like spilling coffee can ruin our
ing the best, was explaining how entire day. These are the kinds of
lucky he felt. I felt so small next to things we should try to put aside
this gregarious guy who hadn’t and simply move on. There is a
special kind of valor in people who
been able to walk since he was 15.
I was only able to spend a short can smile all the way through a
amount of time talking with my bad morning. There is nothing
brother’s friend, but he left an worse than being around someone
impression on me like a footprint who complains incessantly that
in freshly fallen snow. The thing school is too hard, the parking
that really amazed me about Kevin garage is too full and the line at
was his outlook on life. His life is the ATM was too long. And
more full than most people who what about my midterms? I
have complete use of all their realize I tend to magnify
limbs. I never met anyone so gen- my own stress about
uinely thrilled with living and will- things that most likely
ing to reach out to others. How won t matter five years
many of us actually take the time from now.
I’m not saying we
to greet the clerk behind a counter
who is waiting on us? I seem to should be artificially
jolly
and wear a
much
of
a
hurry.
find myself in too
Then there are those days when I plastic smile. I
let little things bother me because know there are
people
I couldn’t find the right outfit to many
wear, I broke a nail, or my hair did- who are going
genthrough
n’t turn out right.
When you meet the Kesins of uine pain in
this world, who have had to over- their lives. I’m
saying
come immense obstacles just to just
we
live, those bad hair days just don’t maybe
too
seem so bad. We can become so place
wrapped up in our own lives that much impor-

I was only able
to spend a short
amount of time
talking with my
brother’s friend,
but he left an
impression on me
like a footprint in
freshly fallen snow.
tance on the woman who cut in
front of us in line, or on the hotel
that never placed our reservation.
Or maybe we look for too much
sympathy from those around us.
Kevin wouldn’t want you to feel
sorry for his predicament. He really does feel like he’s the luckiest
guy in the world. He is married to
a wonderful woman, has a career
and he eats up life wherever he
goes. So the next time you feel
like your day isn’t going right
just because you stubbed your
toe, consider yourself lucky
you can feel your toe.
Danielle L. Costa is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Communication should precede grammar

A.

Attention,
Artists!

One wouldn’t claim that William
Shakespeare mastered the
language because of his
appropriate use of grammar.
He is recognized for the depth
and variety of meanings he
infused into his words.
principle Louis claims we transgiess against when we
commit "unpardonable grammatical sins." According
to English Proles.sor Ed Allen, our language has been
shaped throughout its history by a vast range of conflicting influences, making it the exceptionally rich
and diverse entity that it is. What particular vital truth
about established English grammar is Louis referring
to when he claims that meticulous observation of its
laws is the one key element in effective communication?
One wouldn’t claim that William
Shakespeare mastered the language because
of his appropriate use of grammar. He is
recognized for the depth and variety of
meanings he infused into his words. Quality
of meaning, not propriety towards laws of
usage, constitutes what matters in communication.
/oho/ Woo it a
Spartan Daily
.Skf Writer

Some women
think that the
germs are going to seep
through that paper and infect
their bodies. So what do they
do? They try to aim and fire.
I asked them if they ever had any problems in trying to aim. It is a sort of an awkward position if you
think about it. What if they were wearing a nice formal outfit, does the spillage ever get on that? Have
they ever misfired onto themselves? What if they lose
balance, especially when wearing high heals?
Wouldn’t it just be easier to take those sheets and lay
them on the seat?
One did admit to having some aiming problems
from time to time. She said that just a week ago, she
got her leg. Yuck!
Now see? This aiming is even a problem to the person doing it!
Is it really worth it? You aimers would really make
life easier for yourself and us sitters if you would just
use those covers. That is what they were designed for,
protect you from whatever awful organism
to
might be on that seat. What if there isn’t a cover? Use
toilet paper! You just lay the toilet paper down on the
an
seat just like you would the cover, and ta-dah!
instant seat cover.
I wondered whether this was the proper place
to address such an issue. But after some careful
deliberation I realized that it was something that
needed to be discussed. To tell you the truth, it’s
about to drive me over the edge. A lot of the aimers
haven’t even considered the fact that they’ve left a
mess fir the next person.
Not all women are worried about
what might happen if we sit. Take a
walk on the wild side! Take that
sheet of paper and try sitting. You
may like it, or at least find it easier. You never know.
If you are interested, I
am taking an informal poll to
see just how many "aimers" and "sitters" there are. You can send an
e-mail
to
me
at:
KKoyarnagaol.com.
The results will be posted
in a couple of days.
Kei Koyama is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Opinion
page
policies

Newsroom Voices
ohn Louis column ("Forgive our grammatical
sins!" Sept. 22) deploring the incorrectness of
contemporary English caused me to realize from
J a new perspective the importance of speaking
properly and according to established grammatical
rules.
Louis associated obedience to the laws of grammar
with obedience to "the laws of God, parental laws, the
laws of nature [and] the law of the land, including
traffic laws." Louis also said, "observance of the moral
principles, ethics and laws that govern our society"
determines the success of individuals and of this
nation.
In summary, Louis said success in life relies on
respecting the authorities that all of us inevitably
experience in one capacity or another. By his definition, authority requires submission as the only reasonable response by us, because it implies an inherent fitness of others over us to govern. The alternative is
anarchy, which by essence rejects authority.
My main dispute with the article is in Louis’ categorization of grammatical rules with the rules of God,
nature, parents and society. If we examine more closely the latter four types of laws, we will find that they
have one aspect in common the laws of languages
lack: The four types all contain concrete and identifiable sources to which adherents legitimately pay
respect.
For instance, the laws of God establish their
authority in a person’s belief that a sovereign
Creator of the universe knows and provides
enduring truths for life and its success.
Nature’s physical and biological laws dictate
the parameters for a person’s condition if he or
she is to remain living.
Honoring our parents and their authority goes
along with the characteristics of being an offspring of persons who by commitment have
engendered and nurtured our existences.
Our observance of governmental
laws depends on the premise that the
elected make them for our good. If it
became obvious that they purposefully made laws to the contrary, their
rightful authority would cease.
I fail to understand, however, the
particular compelling force (Sr moral

Warning: The material you are about to read
[nay be offensive to sonic readers. If you are
squeamish when talking about matters of the
restroont please stop now.
In this world, there are "aimers" and "sitters." As a
woman, you wouldn’t think that messes in the
restroom would be such a problem. I know, men hear
about how clean women’s restrooms always are and
women don’t bother to contest to that stereotype. I
am now making it a point to set the record straight,
tell the truth as to just how clean it really is.
In each stall of the women’s restroom, you’ll normally find the toilet, some toilet paper and some toilet seat covers. Standard procedure says that you are
to take a sheet of the toilet seat cover, pop out the little cut out in the center, lay it on the toilet and proceed to go to the restroom. Not that difficult, right?
Wrong.
Some women feel that this is not the way to do it. It
is not clean enough. The thin sheet of paper isn’t
germs are
going to keep the evil germs away the
going to seep through the paper and infect their bodies. So what do they do? They try to aim and fire.
The problem with this is, we don’t have the equipment to achieve the degree of accuracy men can
sorry gals. They decide that in order to keep those
nasty germs away, they just need to "hover’ above the
toilet and then hope to make it in the hole. The problem is, these aimers often misfire and cause "spillage"
to occur. Sure, they don’t have to touch the seat and
they didn’t make contact, but more often than not,
they’ve left a little wet mess behind.
Now, someone like me, a "sitter," comes along and
has to stare down at the mess. Lots of profanity whips
back and forth in my head because I now have to grab
some toilet paper, wipe away the spillage and then
continue with the ritual.
Because of the aimers, I now have to add an extra
step to the restroom ritual. It can be quite a hindrance, too. This is really annoying when I either have
to go really bad or I’m in a real hurry. These aimers
have created an awful circle that goes around and
around to the inconvenience to everyone both sitters and aimers.
If these airners would just follow the proper
restroom etiquette, then they wouldn’t have to worry
about germs being on the toilet in the first place.
There wouldn’t be any of that misfired spillage to contend with. Or, if they feel so paranoid about these
germs, why not lay a bunch of those sheets, until
those pesky germs can no longer get them?
Is that too much to ask?
I actually had the opportunity to discuss this
with two aimers the other day. It was the first
time that I had ever come into personal contact
with them. I’ve always known why they did it, but
I wanted to know if they knew how annoying us
sitters thought it was. The verdict, they never
really considered the ramifications of their
actions. They were being selfish and paranoid.
One of them even looked as if she was a bit
ashamed.

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
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using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
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the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
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mailed to the Spartan Daily
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Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
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Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
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and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.
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San Jose State Inter Faith
Council
Inter Faith Information Fair
9a.m.-4p.m. Student L’nion
Call 938-1610.

RTA

SJSU Theater
Play, The Modern Ladies of
Guanabai ita
1 p.m. Hugh
Gillis !fall, Hal Todd Theatre
Call 924-4555.

’TIDE

Weekly Calendar

TODAY

Golden Key National Honor
Society
Information Tables 9a.m.-4
p.m. Art Quad. Call 292-2779

Weekly Meeting 6p.m.
Business Classrooms, Rm. 115.
Call 924-6229.
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Circle K. International
Weekly Meeting 5:45p.m.
Student Union, 2nd floor
Call 866-8077.
College Republicans
Meeting 4p.m. Student Union,
Council (:hambers
Call 997-3980.
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SJSU Theatre
Play, "What Are Tuesday’s
Like?" 7 p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
Hal Todd Theater. Call 9244555.
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San Jose State University
huerdiseiplinary
Student Garden Project
Harvest Festival 10:30 a.m.-4
p.m. Garden Project Area
Call 207-0771 .
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Indian Student’s Association
Re-Election of New Council
for 1995-’96 12mion Student
Union, ( i nitwit Chambers.
Call (510) 702-7478.
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jummah
Pryers/Salm-illJummah
1:15p.m.-2p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
Rm. Call (510) 353-0557.

Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA)
Meeting 4:30p.m. Dwight
Refuel I lall , Rm. 213
Call 226-2853.

It, 10(1 the i,ise 10 all

Arizonans who do not speak
English will be unable to to receive
essential information concerning their
daily needs and lives.
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Career Center
leaching in London 3:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
Rm. Call 924-6033.
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Golden Key National Honor
Society
Infinmation ’fables 9a.m.4p.m. Art Quad. Call 2922779.

Latter-day Saint Students
Association (LDSSA)
Forum -Reviewing Conference
Talks 12:30p.m. San Jose
Institute, 66 South 7th Street
Call 286-3313.
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Meteorology Seminar Series
Estimating Global Monthly,
Mean Vertical Cloud Amount:
Methoil
and
Results
1 2:30p.(11.-1:30p.m. Duncan
Hall, Rm. 615 Call 924-5200.
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Career Center
On-Campus
Interview
Orientation 2:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033
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Career Center
Co-op Orientation 5:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.
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The Listening Hour
Spit!
Concert
(:hoir
Choraliers 12:30p.m.-1:15p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.
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Aikido Club
Meeting 3p.m.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West Rm. 202 Call
259-6816.
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African Awareness Month
Planning Committee Meeting
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Pacheco Rm. (’411 924-6229.
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U.S. District
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KSJS 903 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon-1
pin., This 84 That 5p.m.-6
p.m.. Radio Azthui Public
Affairs 7p.m. -7:30p.m.
C411 955-4831.

Career Center
Company
The
Clorox
Employer Presentation
12:30p.m.-2p.m.
Student
Union, Guadalupe Rm.
Call 924-6033.

()

I’s(

Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (SME)
Meeting 3:301.m. Indust] till
Studies Bldg. Rm. 123.
Call (510) 471-3658.
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Le Cercle Francais (The
French aub)
Free Him, La Femme Nikita
7p.m. Sweeney Hall, Rm. 100.
283-0753.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass 12:05p.m. 195 F.. San
Fernando St. john XXIII
Center. Call 938-1610.

English imative
violates free-speech
rights of government
employees

oidutt d

Korean Campus Crusade for
Christ
Group Bible Study 5:30p.m.
Business Classrooms. Rm. ’209.
Call 924-7933.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly Meeting 8p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-7910.

Arizona measure invalid
’tAN FRANI

GALA
Coffee Talk 3:30p.m.-5 p.m.
Student Union. Guadalupe
Rm. (’411 261-98140.

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Winship by Gary Yamada
7:30p.m.
Student
Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 286-6427.
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Seashore’s diverse wildlife will likely survive
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Human lives were left in tatters,
and the strange beauty of the
rugged jut of land was partially
spoiled.
But scores of species that populate the Point Reyes National
Seashore have endured fires
before. And most will thrive after
this one.
"What’s going on out there is a
pretty natural thing ... it’s happened many times throughout the
eons," Reg Barrett, a professor of
wildlife biology at the University of
said
California-Berkeley,
Wednesday.
"It’s unnatural in the sense that
humans started the fire. But that
landscape is designed to burn
every hundred years or so ... and
the wild animals out there have
been through it many times."
It doesn t take a naturalist to
appreciate the diversity of Point
Reyes, a triangular patch of land
that hangs off the Pacific Coast like
a stray piece of a jigsaw puzzle. Its

ti5,1)110 av les

e

a

mix of

11011SCS.
And iit
10
thtcit
11111(’
coin,. their homes go up like fire-

S11011: -

line, dense lOST, freshwater lakes,
marshes, dunes, cliffs and brush.
The land’s diversity is evident in
the mingling of species, from rule
elk and exotic deer to spotted owls
alld seabirds.
"There are a couple hundred
species living in the area, and each
one has slightly different (habitat)
requirements," Barrett said. "No
matter what you do, you’re goinf
to benefit some and harm others.
"Admittedly, though, a big wildfire is going to make a pretty big
dent."
While some locals worried that
the wild animals were dying in the
fast-moving flames, Barrett said
that was unlikeh.
In wildfires, the birds fly away,
and larger mammals like deer
"can run faster than you or I, so
they’re out of there already."
Most in danger are smaller
mammals, like wood rats, who live
in ground nests.
"Their reaction to this is they go

ks." he said.

long run, however, even
the wood rat will rebound, Barrett
said, while deer will return to
newly created open spaces and
find more abundant food. Birds
will peck at the seeds of new
plants.
It may be that the scenic value of
the land is what suffers most, apart
from the human toll of lost homes
and possessions.
That lost beauty is no trivial loss,
since it was the scenic quality of
the land that President John
Kennedy noted in signing the bill
that made Point Reyes the country’s second national shoreline the first was Cape Cod- in 1962.
Barrett said he, too, has always
been drawn to the area for its
beauty as well as its biological
diversity.
"But the key point is that these
things happen in cycles," he said.
In the

Toll threatens
Mexican truckers
MONIERREN; Mexico (Al’) truck drivers say exorbitant highway tolls will cripple the
industry when American truckers
begin entering Mexico under the
North American Free Trade
Agreement.
The truckers said tolls in this
northern industrial state of Nuevo
Leon are the highest in Mexico,
especially considering the short
distances that must be driven to
ferry Mexican goods to the U.S.
border.
"The toll highways are deserted," because of their high cost,
said Elias Dip Rame, head of
of
Confederation
National
Mexican Truck Drivers.
American truckers can enter
Mexico beginning Dec. 18 under
NAFTA, a date Elias Dip called
"deadly" for Mexican truckers.
Mexico’s

"We are not ready to compete with
American transporters," he added.
Speaking at a news conference
Tuesday in this state capital, Dip
Rame said the tolls should be
reduced between 70 and 80 percent.
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Cycling
From page 1
VII.it spurs most experienced cyclists is
the challenge and the threshold for pain.
"I like the competition, the adrenaline
high, hanging in there, finishing, and
positioning myself for a good finish, or
helping my teammate finish (well)," said
Lenny Lee, an industrial studies major
and cycling member. It’s a team thing.
The bigger the team, the more chances
you are going to do well."
But to give any cycling neophyte the
feeling of what it’s like to wait for the gun
to sound off on an early Sunday morning
with 2,000 cyclists ready to embark in a
race, Shem shares some thoughts of what
really goes on in a racer’s mind:
’Please don’t crash in front of me!"
"We should go take a break right now."
"Who’s the idiot that decided that we
should ride at 7 in the morning, out in the
middle of nowhere?"
"Getting up in the morning," Lee said
without hesitation. "That’s the biggest part
time management, getting your work
done before school, and finding that free
time to go out and ride."
Despite getting up early in the morning,
training vigorously, eating Stoker bars
(one of the official sponsors for the team),
and dealing with flat tires, the SJSU
cycling team basks in the lifestyle it leads.
"I like the freedom," Lee said. I like to
get away, to go ride in the mountains."
Some of Lee’s favorite routes include
Mt. Obello Road and Skyline, which is
known for its rolling hills.

PHOTO BY CHRISTIAN DEL ROSARIO SPARTAN DAILY
SJSU cycling team member Lenny Lee sports the necessary apparel for safe and comfortable riding.

SJSU student Wayne Richter likes riding along beautiful scenery, such as the
ocean or farms. It gives him a sense of travel and freedom, he said.
"I just bike for myself," Richter said. "I
like to be able to go from here to wherever
and see places in different ways by taking
back roads."
But there is a price that cyclists pay for
their freedom on the road, such as road
hazards, like pot holes, cars and snarling
dogs that get loose.
"IY1y worst accident was when I got a flat
and rolled down a hill taking a sharp corner and sliding across the ground," Shem
said. "And at UCLA. where I pretty much
died and dropped out (of the race) in the
middle of the desert, these two dogs ran
rampant and started to chase me."
He confessed that on a paper route,
when he was younger, he got bit by a
German shepherd and since then has
been petrified whenever he sees a dog that
is not locked up. Accidents can happen
anytime and bikers should be on the lookout for them, he said. Bikers who ride
daily can expect to usually have one flat
per week.
Cycling does have its downside dealing with flat tires, early morning rises and
unleashed dogs, but "we all love it," Spitz
said, "and will most likely be cycling for
the rest of our lives."

Murder: Tipster leads police to three murder suspects and collects reward
From page 1
Hernandez pushed one .! t he
guns aside and the two assailmits
stepped back and fired, shouting
Hernandez once in the head and
wounding Browne in the shoulder.
Hernandez died at the scene.
"We ran down numerous,
numerous leads ... none of them

really panning out,"
were
Buckhout said.
"The tipster ... had information
regarding the case that only somebody who talked to the murderer,
or had been present at the time of
the murder would know,"
Buckhout said.
The caller spoke with homicide
investigator, Sgt. Don Moore and

indicated he was interested in collecting the $40,000 reward. The
reward is being offered by Pyramid
Technology Corporation, where
Hernandez’s mother works as a
human resources coordinator and
by Silicon Graphics, where
Hernandez worked as a summer
intern.
The caller left only a nickname,

Hernandez and Browne walking
near South Eighth and Reed
streets, the suspects parked nearby.
Officials believe the 16-year-old
and Sierra got out and followed
the two friends to the back-alley
entrance of Browne’s apartment
building where the confrontation
is believed to have occurred.
"The last two months have been

but did give Moore the name of
the 16-year-old he suspected to be
related to the crime.
Moore said, "He knew enough
that nobody else could have
known it."
Police officials said the three suspects were armed with handguns
while cruising around downtown
San
Jose.
After
spotting

an extremely difficult time," said
Tony Hernandez, the victim’s
father. "We are very happy these
individuals are off the street and
that they will not be able to commit another murder like this. I just
don’t know how to thank everyone
for their work."

Prevention: Role-playing presentations prepare individuals to be aware
From page 1
hid estehi iii it unless they live in a
high crime area. "(There is a) high
level of apathy," Lowe said.
Sara Nelson, a freshman living
in Joe West Hall, feels safe because
she sees the police on campus.
Mangoba concurs.
Reggie
"There are a lot of cops," he said.

-1 feel sale."
PESST consist of a two-hour presentation and role-playing in reallife scenarios. Presentations are
done year-round when an individual or group requests it. It’s not a
self-defense program. Anderson
said.
"It is designed for people to be

GREAT PIZZAS
CHICKEN, Si-HUMP, MOJOT" POTATOES,
and much more!

LUNCH BUFFET
MI
11 AM -2 PM MON-FRI
-- 2 for 1 -October Lunch
Two
Lunch
Special - Buffets
for the
Bring a Friend
Price
of
one to Lunch!!!
with this ad!!!

shakers
STORY & KING
251-1000

aggravated, three were with dangerous weapons, and one with a
firearm.
assault
nonaggravated
A
includes pushing, shoving, slapping and punching. An aggravated
assault involves an injury requiring
serious medical care. Dangerous
weapons include brass knuckles,

aware of their surroundings," he so far, according to UPD, no one
said. "We provide the tools for any- has signed up.
There were 28 assaults commitone to be more aware."
PESST, which was established in ted against SJSU students from
1990, is an offspring of a program Jan. 1, 1995, through Tuesday,
called Scared Safe at Cal -Poly San according to the Student Right to
Know
Report
by
SJSU’s
Luis Obispo.
There will be a PESST presenta- Department of Safety. Of those, 22
tion Oct. 12 at Spartan Village yet were nonaggravated, two were

Internet: Inauguration also available off-line
From page 1
(.1 -SeeMe. This will give users the
opportunity to hear the day’s proceedings and view the inauguration in full gray-scale grandeur. For
the details on downloading the
software and how to connect to the
telecast, check the KSJS home
page on the World Wide Web
(http://wwsv.ksjs.org).
Adams said the technical aspects
will limit the audience.
"Not many people know much
About this," Adams said. "But in
1910, nobody knew about radio."
Adams said if it wasn’t for the
entire campus community, the

telecast wouldn’t happen."It’s hard
to get organizations and groups to
come together. That’s what is great
about this effort."
The engineering and art departments and campus telecommunications have provided help and
equipment for the telecast. Most
valuable has been local computer
wizard Dan Fortune, Adams said.
"He’s our Webmaster. He understands this stuff," Adams said. A
graduate of SJSU. Fortune has
helped lead KSJS into the new
technological territory with his talk
show, "Sound Bytes."
"There are pioneers that you
don’t know about," Adams said.
"There are those who get rich like
Bill Gates, and then there are
those whom we forget." Adams is
happy to be working with the pioneers, even if nobody remembers.
"In a way, this is a lot like
Herrold," he said. ’This is going to
be big."

id
Not many people know much about this. But in
1910, nobody knew about radio.
Polka Adams

Associate professor

IF
ence will be able see and hear
every second. A live feed will also
go out to campus television channel 13, the same feed will be carried by the Internet telecast.
For those off campus, KSJS (90.5
FM) will be broadcasting the inauguration live with Adams announcing and Professor Brad Stone providing commentary. KLIV (1590
AM) will also carry the inauguration.
Bob Reynolds, from instructional television, will be in charge of
providing the audio and visual
feeds. He also produced a 15minute video of short welcomes
and advice from past presidents,
politicians and academics. The
video presentation is a modern
twist on the traditional greeting at
inaugural ceremonies.
Reynolds said the presentation
has a few surprises despite its seri-

More traditional methods
If you aren’t a "Webmaster"
you’ll still be able to experience
the inauguration, even if you have
to sit in the last row of the Event
Center.
The ceremony will be projected
on a 16-foot screen so the audi-

Altera Corporation, located in
the heart of Silicon Valley in
beautiful Northern California,
has set the pace from the start
in high-performance, high
density programmable logic
devices and associated computer-aided engineering (CAE)
logic development tools.
We’re growing and have plenty of seats still available for
EE/CS graduates.
We will be conducting on
campus interviews Thursday
October 12.

clubs or martial arts weapons.
The basic crime prevention message from Lowe is to be aware of
what’s going on around you act
on it and don’t ignore it.

Or you may also send a
resume to: Altera Corporation,
Human Resources, College MS 1101, Attn: Heelie Drury,
2610 Orchard Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95134-2020.
Fax. (408) 435-5065.
World Wide Web Address:
http://www.altera.com. E-mail:
hdrury@altera.com. An equal
opportunity employer.

ous nature. But he’s not giving
away any punch lines.
"My sense of humor is not
appropriate for this event. It’s a
very serious, academic setting," he
said. "There is a lot of history
involved."
"You’re always scared to death,"
Reynolds said, explaining that he
won’t be able to relax until the
event is over, but the nature of the
inauguration makes him a little
more confident.
"A rock concert with a mosh-pit
all sorts
of things can go
wrong," he said. "We don’t have
those kind of concerns."
Reynolds said the inauguration,
from the video production angle,
is really just another event.
"This is all routine," he said.
"We’ve done it here before."
The ceremony starts at 10 a.m.
Friday in the Event Center.
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David M. White
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From page 1
mentally arid physically, and it
makes it extremely difficult to concentrate," Wall said. "I will be
offering students some helpful
hints about how to get through a
depression without it ruining your
academic career."
Wall said more than 5,000 students on this campus will experience clinical depression at some
time in their lives. She said depression is very treatable and 85 percent of people who seek treatment
will get over it, and they will get
over it faster than people who
don’t.
Students who feel they might be
experiencing depression can get
free, confidential counseling from
licensed professionals at the university’s Counseling Services in the
Administration building or at the
Student Health Center, Wall said..
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SJSU garden project in full bloom
bugs which ma% devour some of the
fresh vegetables growing in the department.
The garden began as a project
between the occupational therapy
deparunei it and the nutrition and food
science department.
Gordon said that it is about the
departments growing some of their
own food and also beautifying the
tieighlxirhood.
"The inksion of the garden is to
Ili
how the
involve sottlt
researr pl.’,Is. iii
ttiliitinits set sic
and projects. mid in di ...tilling up individual appil tat ii to ’inn limn and occupational therapy," Gordon said.
Most of the vegetables being grown
in the garden are going to be used for
the Harvest Festival.
All of the vegetables, flowers and
even a so it age shed were donated. The
unn I1 Sil1 didn’t spend any of its
mot al tot this project.

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

SJSU’s nutrition and food science
department and the occupational therapy department will present a Harvest
Festival today from 113:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
outside of the Central Classroom building. Snacks will be served from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. There will be videos and tours
p.m. Indian dam ers will
and at 3
perform.
The Harvest Festival is to elebrate
the "SJSU Interdisciplinary Student
Demonstration Garden Projer t," located next to the Frances Gulland Das’
Care Center.
"We’re talking about food, about
hunger," said Professor Barbara H. J.
Gordon, of the nutrition and food science department.
The garden is about 40 feet by 40
feet. It has vegetables such as corn, celery, yellow squash, tomatoes, spices,
eggplant, spinach, peppers, leeks, cabbage and zucchini. It also has some

t,lit (.al is (
/ALEZ
SPAR TVs DAILY

’

M.L. Farmer a senior Linguistics major volunteers her time at the SJSU
Interdisciplinary Student Demonstration Garden Project for her Nutrition and world
hunger class.

Loans

29

From page 1

believe it is an irresponsible policy
Aid office, referring to the fact that to increase the cost of student
loans,"
the report said.
this year’s volume is expected to
SJSU students Malal Rawls and
reach $24 million.
"The proposal is unprecedent- Francis Nance, both public relaed. It is similar to charging a gro- tions majors, are waiting for their
cery store a tax on the total volume funds from loan applications they
of food stamps it accepts," Ryan filed for last spring.
Rawls said students bank a lot on
said.
Upon hearing of the Senate’s getting the money. When there are
delays or changes it creates a great
SJSU
approval,
deal of stress for
President Robert L.
them.
Caret immediately
"You might quit
sent out letters to
your part-time job
Sen. Barbara Boxer
just to concentrate
.(D-Calif.) and Sen.
on school, which
Diane Feinstein (Dmakes you short on
Calif.), Ryan said.
funds for books, gas
"He (Caret) is askand the everyday
ing for their support
cost of living. Yet,
in opposing both
you
still have classes
the annual loan -orito worry about," she
entation fee and the
said.
elimination of the
Ryan believes it
six-month interestthe bill is passed it
free grace period,"
will have a very serisaid.
Two
Ryan
ous effect on SJSU’s
pieces of the GOP
ability to recruit and
bill that would have
enroll low and mida severe negative
dle income stuimpact on SJSU and
dents, who comIts student body,
large
a
Don Ryan prise
Ryan said.
Financial aid director percentage of the
A press release
university’s populaissued from Sen.
tion.
Boxer’s Washington,
Boyer,
Kevin
D.C. headquarters
executive director
said,
"Passing a
of
the
National
responsible federal
of
Graduatebudget is all about priorities, and Association
those of this Republican Congress Professional Students in an Oct. 2
release said, what he calls, the "real
are gravely misplaced."
$10 billion
"On the one hand, they want to facts": "We don’t need
in student loan cuts to balance the
give the Pentagon billions more
budget," noting that the Senate
than it asked for, and on the other
version of the budget managed a
hand they say there is no money
years by cutting
for college loans and national ser- balance in seven
just $4.4 billion in student loans.
vice," the report stated.
Speaking
from
a perspective of
"At a time when the cost of
someone who has watched, fought
higher education is on the rise, I

di

He (Caret) is
asking for their
support in
opposing both the
annual loanorientation fee and
the elimination of
the six-month
interest-free grace
period.
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Sen. Diane Feinstein, United
SH
331,
Senate
States
Washington, D.C. 20510.
Sen. Barbara Boxer, United
SH
112,
Senate,
States
Washington, D.C.. 20510.
Or students can call toll-free 1800-574-4AID or use e-mail
address:
NAGPSCNETCOM.COM their
comments will be directly transmitted to Washington D.C.

520

$16.8

91/92

Letters may be addressed to:

55

SIO

$0

PROPOS) 14 I 1LktiGES
GOP bill proposed by the Senate
labor
Resources
and
Human
Committee, would,
II End the six-month post-graduation
grace. pent id during which no interest is
charged.
Raise interest rates on the PLUS
program of subsidized loans to parents.
Charge colleges $85 for every
$10,000 its students borrow.
Reduce direct government loans to
colleges and universities to no more than
20 percent of loan volume, down from
nearly 50 percent.
Source, New York Times

625

1991-1996

sr -

the city of San Jose of to the university.
SJSU’s envionimental studies program
actually worked with the city’s community garden project, the Spartan
Garden, 18 years ago ’tear South
Campus where the Ice Centre is today.
"I’m just trying to be a resource, trying to make a linkage between the urUversity and the city, said John Dotter,
Community Garden Coordinator with
San Jose’s Parks and Recreation
Department.
Gordon said she also hoped to work
more closely with
the environmental department. The
goal is to help the students of occupational therapy, nutrition and food science, and environmental studies to
conduct research and get some preemployment training.
Gordon also said she hopes other disciplines at SJSU will have an opportunity
to enjoy and leant from the garden.

$24.

$20
815
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By Kei Koyama
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Sources: SJSU Office of Student Financial Aid, SJSU Educational
Planning and Resources and Institutional Research

PP

and participated in the student-aid
battles over the past nine months,
Boyer feels he has been "alternatively dismayed," by some of the
out
of
rhetoric
coming
Washington.
"If we’re doing this to make a
better future for our young people, why cut the programs that
make it possible to take advantage
of that future?" Boyer said. "How
can one rationalize a huge tax cut
at the same time?"

The brothers of I I VI) San Jose State wish to
extend their
congratulations to the women of 101-1 and KA4:13
and the
gentlemen of Af:DE on a successful rush.
’Arra yo,* jot loses tissispoiti

Chicano center holds open house
By Julie A. Galvan
Spartan Daily staff Writer

The Chicano Library Resource
Center is hosting an open house
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. today to help
make people more aware of the
cultural resources available on
campus, said Jeff Paul, director of
the center.
"We want to welcome students
and faculty here. Unfortunately, a
lot of people don’t know we exist,"
said Paul of the center, located on
the third floor of Wahlquist
Library, room 307.
Charly Trujillo, author of
"Soldados: Chicanos in Vietnam."
which won the American Book
Award in 1990, will attend the
open house to sign books and
Meet students.
Margarita
students
SJSU

Alcantar and Jaime Gutierrez will
be at the center to display their
paintings.
Before the center was created
about 13 years ago, Paul said students had to go to three or four
places to research Chicano issues.
Paul, who was a new librarian at
the time, said if it hadn’t been for
the rallies and protests of campus
Chicano groups, the center never
would have been created.
"Ever since then, our library has
received almost $6,000 each year,"
Paul said. This year, the center
received $3,000 because of budget
cuts.
"We’re very proud of it. We have
a selection of about 2,600 books, as
well as videotapes, periodicals and
taped interviews with people
involved in the Chicano civil rights

movement in the late ’60s" he said.
Yolanda Jimenez, a foreign languages major who works at the
center, said although most of the
materials are in English, sonic,
such as an encyclopedia collection,
are in Spanish.
Jesus Rios, an officer at Student
Outreach and Recruitment, said
the center is a home away from
home for a lot of students who
study arid hold meetings there.
Rios said high school students
who visit SJSU and tour the center
are in awe, because a lot of them
haven’t had much exposure to
Mexican-American history.
"It’s a location on campus that
instills pride, especially in the
Chicano/Latino culture," Rios
said.

Firing of Home Depot recycler gets backlash
Amodated Press

. Home Depot’s firing of a jai no’
for spending too much time t y cling has prompted protests and a
proposal to require all large businesses in the city to recycle.
Brad
employee
Former
Reynolds, 27, has received calls
from four prospective employers
Since news of his firing got out,
including the city’s garbage disposal company.
Meanwhile, the store was
besieged with about 120 calls from
People who support what he was
doing, store manager Kevin
Guertin said.
’ In addition, four members of
the San Jose City Council have
introduced a proposal to minit e
re7cling by large employers.
Companies like Home Depot
6ught to at least do what every resident is doing," Councilman David
Pandori said Tuesday. "It’s not
unfair to ask them to separate
their garbage."
On Sept. 25 Reynolds was fired
from his job as a janitor "lot

removal of property belonging to
Home Depot." The "property" was
aluminum cans, stacks of outdated
newspaper coupons, glass bottles
and other recyclable materials
going to the city dump.
Guertin said Reynolds spent as
much as two hours per day recv-

cling, but his $9.50 an hour called
for other tasks as well. Reynolds
said he spent no more than 10
minutes a day separating trash.
"I love what he s doing,"
Guertin said. "It’s the right thins.
But he should do it off the clock.
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Is this golf?
Fund raiser held
for women in sports
Spirtan Daily Staff Report

The second annual Enide
Allison’s Oak Tree Mazda Women
of Sparta Golf Totiti,11,cut took

4111111a

plat c Mond.0 .11
Villages Golf
and Country Club in south San
lose. This wasn’t your typical golf
tournament though, instead it was
a tournament for the weird and
wacky.
The participants weren’t just
golfers from the university, but also

Tap into Spartan Spirit At
Chris’ Country Cafe
BIG F’crtion.s!
60 oz. Pitcher of Beer

$2.99

Lumberjack Breakfast $4.99
(7,..eor. with homsfriss and toast.
two larirs howakas plus your chows of ham.
four strips of bacon, or four ’sausage linIta)
A fraternity favorite:

’rake 10% off
with this coupon!
5951
(Good thru fl 5,957

Open M-F 6 am - 3 pm
Sat 6 - 2 pm
Sum 7-1 pm

148 West Alma Ave

from the surrounding community.
It was an opportunity for these
individuals to come together and
raise money to provide financial
support for women student-athletes at SJSU. Last year’s tournament raised $45,000 in scholarship
funds.
Associate athletics director
Carolyn Lewis said she doesn’t
have the official amount raised,
but estimates that the event raised
more than $50,000.
Lewis said the goal for each
golfer was to raise $500 in pledges
and she believes this was goal
reached. A total of 115 women
golfers and 16 teams participated
in the off the wall event.
Awards were given to the best
decorated hole and the most spirited team.
Corporate sponsors for the
event were Capsco, Inc., the
University
State
California
Employees’ Credit Union, and
Enide Allison’s Oak Tree Mazda.
Not only did the participants get
a chance to raise money, they also

got to try their luck at making a
hole-in-one and winning a brand
new Mazda Miata courtesy of
Enide Allison’s Oak Tree Mazda.
No one made the hole-in-one,
but the golfer who came the closest got to take the car home for a
one month test drive.
The fun began with silly twists,
added to the normally challenging
and difficult game of golf.
The events included putting
with barbecue mitts, with a cue
stick, with a baseball bat, putting a
ball through a SJSU megaphone
into the cup and teeing a ball on
every hole (for the long game).
"We want our fund raisers to
have fun while they are raising
money for our women studentathletes," Lewis said.
SJSU women student-athletes
were also there to show their support.
,
After the tournament, an awards
dinner banquet and silent auction
was held, whit It included auctioning off an autographed Steve
Young football.

Bring in the money
SJSU hires a new
assistant director
to help raise funds
for the sports
Spartan Daily Staff Report

San Jose State University has
hired a new assistant athletics
director for fund development,
said Thomas Brennan, director of
intercollegiate athletics.
Jeff Gray, a corporate, educational and athletics fund-raiser, was
named to the position. Besides his
responsibilities as an assistant athletics director, Gray will serve as
the executive director of SJSU’s
Spartan Foundation the primary fund-raising organization for
the university’s intercollegiate athletics program.
Gray comes to SJSU after work-

ing the last 1-1 months as the campaign director for the MillsPeninsula Hospital Foundation.
where he directed an $18 million
fund-raising campaign.
He has worked as an intercollegiate athletics fund-raiser at the
University of Maryland and at
UCLA.
At UCLA, he was responsible for,
a $25 million, five-year capital campaign that was completed in four
years and resulted- in 75 fully
endowed athletic scholarships.
At the University of Maryland,
he supervised annual giving, major
gift and capital campaign fundraising activities. In his three years
at Maryland, 1991-94, annual giv7
ing increased by 62 percent and a
major gift campaign generated
nearly $6 million.
Gray is a native of Berkeley and
graduated
from
Georgetown
University in 1973.
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FRIDAY:
Women’s volleyball at CS Fullerton, 7:30 p.m.
Men’s soccer at Air Force in Colorado Springs, 3 p.m.
SATURDAY:
Women’s volleyball at UC Santa Barbara, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s soccer vs. CS Northridge at Spartan Stadium, TBA
13 Women’s cross country, Pacific Invitational in Stockton, 10
a.m.
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football games, students must show student I.D. at box office to receive tickets.
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Top 10 donors give record $9 million to legislative candidates

SACRAMENTO (API - Aided
by conservative bankroller Rob
Hunt, California legislators and
legislative candidates collected a
record $9 million in the 1993-94
election cycle from their 10 biggest
campaign donors.
California Common Cause said
the figures were further evidence
that contribution and spending
limits are needed to curb the political influence of wealthy individuals and groups.
"Term limits, without campaign
finance reform, do nothing to
staunch the flow of special-interest
money into the state Capitol,"
Ruth Holton, executive director of
the political reform group, said in
releasing the figures,
in fact, terrn limits have made it
possible for a few wealthy special
interests to have an unprecedented impact," she said.
Contributions by the big 10 were
15 percent over 1991-92 totals and
127 percent over 1983-84 figures.
They have far outstripped the
growth of legislative campaign
donations in general, Common

Cause said.
The group’s 32-page report sug
gested that last year’s increase has
at least pat di due to the large
number of 1.nitnakers running haother offices because of term limits.
Hurtt, the Senate Republican
leader, and his political associates
ranked two and three on die list of
top 10 donors, giving $2.3 million
through Hunt’s Container Supply
Co. and Allied Business Political
Action Committee.
It was the first time that a member of the Legislature made the
top 10 list, which Common Cause
has been compiliiig sintv 1984.
Allied Business PM: was founded by Hurtt and a small group of
other conservatives in 1991. It
made the top 10 list for the first
time in the 1991-92 election cycle.
The
California
Teachers
Association topped the list for
1993-94, giving a record $1.37 million - the largest amount given to
legislators or legislative candidates
in a two-year election cycle in the
state’s history, Common Cause

Ai

The only thing (I ask for) when I give my money to a
candidate is to abide by the Republican philosophy of
government - less government, less taxes, more jobs,
a free market system.
Rob Hurtt
Senate Republican leader

9,
said.
Fourth on the list was the
(:alifornia Medical Association
with just over $1 million.
The CMA, a powerful group of
doctors, was followed by the
California
Trial
Lawyers
Association
($950,738),
the
Association of California Insurance
Companies ($903,900), California
Optometrists
Political
Action
the
Committee,
($848,018),
California Professional Firefighters
Association
($576,450),
the
California
State
Employees

ASSOCiaill iii
($516,772), mid the
California Dental Association,
$504,675.
Donations went to legislative
candidates, legislators running for
other offices and state senators
who were in the midst of four-year
terms.
The CTA, the (,MA, the Trial
Lawyers
Association,
the
Association of California Insurance
Companies,
the
California
Optometrists
and
the
California Dental Association were
also oil the 1991-92 list.

PAC

Altogether, members of the top
10 list spent nearly $43 million on
state political twit-. in 1993-94,
including contributions to legislative and statewide tat es and lobbying activities.
Assembly Democratic leader
Willie Brown, who was Assembly
speaker during 1993 and most of
1994, got the most in top 10 donations -$612,952.
Five lawmakers - Sens. Tom
-Santa Monica, and
Hayden,
Robert Beverly, -Long Beach, and
A.s.semblymen Jim Battin, R-Palm
Desert, Peter Frusetta, R-Tres
Pinos, and Steve Kuvkendall, RRancho Palos Verdes’ - received
nothing from the biggest contributors.
Former Republican Assemblyman Charles Quackenbush, now
the state insurance commissioner,
got the biggest single donation $337,000 from the Association of
California Insurance Companies.
Hurtt and Allied Business
donations played a major role in
last year’s ( ;OP election gains,
which resulted iti a Republican

Classi fied
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guwantee implied. The
classified =items of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
MAINTENANCE ASST. Basic
maintenance functions, painting,
plumbing, carpentry. etc. Apply at
3rd level S.U. Director’s Office.
For more info: 924-6310.

GREAT PRE-MED EXPERIENCE
Aide for 35 yr.old wheelchair user
in his pleasant PA cottage. Sat. &
STUDIO COTTAGE - 300 Sq. Ft. Sun. 10an-7am, or wkdays 7am.
Private entrance, large yd, rustic, 7pm. Some free study time.
good for 1 with not much fum. Si. $10/hr. 415-5684225
$475mo+$475 dect shared tells.
Days: 7432677/Eves: 726-3540. RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
sharing opportunity with a fast-paced
28DRht APARINENT- $750/MD. Quick Railer. Hours 8:COam-1:00crn
Security type building
and 12:00pm-5:00pm. Will train on
Isotec phone system. Must have
Secure Parking
pleasant, helpful telephone manner.
Close In
Modern Building
Fax rearm to 2770131 or call Cardie
2770700.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Seneca Center is looking for a PT
14081 295-6893.
Admin. Assistant for their Fremont
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Site. Must be organized and
Large 2 telrm/2 ba. Very clean. experienced. Must be proficient in
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable Microsoft Word and have strong
available. Ample parking. Quiet typing and editing skills. Will be
with good neighbors. Walk or ride responsible for a variety of
bike to school. Responsive challenging tasks. Resumes to;
management. We take advance Seneca Center, 2275 Arlington
deposits. $745-$795/month. Dr., San Leandro, CA 94578
Attn: TNA or fax 510-481-1605.
Call 288-9157.
People of Pia strongly encouraged
to apply.
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA! INTERNSHIPS Asst. BFI’s community outreach dept. Must have
1.000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
commit to the community, enthus. &
W/D hook ups
ability to work in steam. 56.25/
Huge Clubhouse
hr., flex. 510-657.1350- Kerynn.
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
CUSTOMER SVC JOBS THRU KELLY
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts Flex hrs, long term. Requires
experience & computer skills. Fax
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 month! resumes to Joanne 261 7044.
408-279-2300
P/T TUTORS NEEDED NOW to
prepare middle/high school stuSHARED HOUSING dents for college. Teach AVID
(Advancement Via Individual
Bescom/280/Moorpark, Bdr. Determination) methods; 4.12
& Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S. hrs/wk: $6-$8/hr./ Openings at
All amenities. Own phone. schools in Santa Clara, Santa
Cruz, and Monterey counties. Call
$5 35+ PGE. 297-8761.
Andrea Lichter. Santa Clara Co.
TWO ROOMS IN URGE house for Office of Ed. @ 408/453-6899.
rent.
$375+/mo. 10 min
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
from State. Responsible. 2237287.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Saes, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
REAL ESTATE
C. Swing Grave Shifts.F/T&P/T
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for Cal a apply n pencil Mce-Sun 7-7.
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, 4(8-286-5880. 5560 Medal Awe.
btwn. San Cats ax1PaIrrnoor,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
tehnd the Cad and Party Stcre
Free 1-806898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ASST.
P/T. 20 hours/week, flexible.
$7-$8/hour. Require: 10 key,
INSURANCE
computer data entry, filing good
LeBoulanger Inc.
personality.
INSURANCE
AUTO
305 N. Mathilda Ave. Sunnyvale.
Campus Insurance Service
408-7749000
x 235.
Phone:
Programs
Special Student
8am.40m. Mon -Fri.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
H.S. gal Clew MTV. Wak wee vai
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" -Family Mutti-car" want with our cars. Cal 971.7557.
999W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
CALL TODAY 2968270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2

FOR RENT

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1410-634-7575.

WAWMP
SURROGATE MOTHER NEEDED
Share your fertility with a loving
couple In Los Gatos. Both
committed to parenting, with Mom
at home full time. Stable and
financially secure. Awaiting the
right surrogate mother. Call
Small Miracles at 408.379-4100.

FOR

SALE

R

PAC

(1

Phone: 924-3277 FAX: 924-3282
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP
National music Marketing/Management company based in LA
seeks responsible, outgoing
music/marketing irttern in San Jose,
sophomore a aboim in college. Know
your market well and be very into
new alternative music. Please call
213.368-4738 V more nfo.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Downtown 5.1 Law Firm has immediate opening for P-T receptionist
8am12noon. M.F. Must speak
sane Scerth Need somecornputer.
phone & clerical experience. Good
interpersonal and organizational
Skills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500. between
9am-4pm M.F.

SKI RESORTS HIRING
Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to
$2.000+ in salary & benefits.
Call Vertical Employment Group:
(2061634,0469 ext. V60411.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,000+/month. Wohd travel.
Seasonal & fell-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
1-2068340468 ext. C60411.

P/7 INSTRUCTOR for specialized WANTED FEMALE(S) Tutor/DrIver
reading programs. Afternoon and $8 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk.
some early moms. 408-3545225. Must have own car & insurance.
DMV print out required. Call
2562781 for interview.
TEACHERS
Campbell before & after school
program has AM & PM positions ADMIN. ASST. pert-time Flex hrs.
available. We are looking for a Downtown firm seeks sharp &
team player with 12 ECE units. friendly individual with excellent
experience with schootage children verbal communication and typing
and knowledge of NAEYC Accred. speed (45wpm). Must be detail
Excellent salary & benefits. Call oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00 $12.00 to
Laura 408-3762143. EOE.
start. Fax resume to 4086930756
$8./hr. DELI SANDWICH MAKERS Attn: John.
Tues.-Weds.-Thurs.-Fri. Part-time.
FAST FUNDRAISER The Sourdough, 848 N. First St. S.J.
Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
groups. clubs. rnothated individuals.
$58 DELIVERY DRIVERS SU
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
Restaurant Food Service.
1 800 5671982 err 33.
Excellent part-time job.
Earn $910 $11 per hour.
DAYCARE TEACHERS Small
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require oen car .« good DMV + Ins. World SO-101s .s ninng teachers
San Jose or Cupertino area. Call for Our school-age daycare proTAKEOUT TAXI 3669400 after 5cm. grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec,
Psych. Soc. or Ed req. Experience
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and preferred. Most positions are
School Age program. Energetic 2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6. M.F. Short
individuals encouraged to apply. morning shifts are also available.
Teacher position ECE units Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center, BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
998-1343.
Downtown San Jose Awry n person.
WOULD YOU ENJOY WORKING 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
with children while earning up to
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
$20.00/hour? If so Temple Beth
Sholom is looking for you! We for egg donation. Desperate
have an immediate opening for a Asian couples need your help
Religious School teacher. Please to conceive. Can you help?
call 578-0693 or fax resume to Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
3747928.
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT pcsitions w/infares, toddlers, preschool and school age.
$40,000/YR INCOME
Great advancement and growth potential. Home Typists/PC
oppty. Good benefits. mmed. users. Toll Free 1-800-898openings. ECE + wiper. preferred. 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
$35,000/YR. INCOME
408.867-4515.
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-8 98-9 7 78 Ext. R57.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
2236 for details.
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full time or Part-time
$14.00! HOUR
Weekends/Evenings
Sales
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Canvassers and Telemarketers
FULL TRAINING
253-8819.
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS
Credit Union / Pad Vacations
SUBSTITUTES- FLEXIBLE HOURS.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Small World Schools is hiring
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
substitute teachers for our 14
Apply Mon. -Fri. Barn 5pm,
preschool & school-age daycare
Vanguard Security Services
programs. 6-12 units is E. Rec,
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101K San Tunas Expressway. Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
preferred. This is it great position

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

for students. We can work around
your school schedule even if
you are only available 1 or 2
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext 21.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area RAI-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.

OPPORTUNITIES
RUSSIAN Businessmen considers
your business offers. Leonid at
408/924-13610’ 408/292-9240.
NO FEAR!!! MULTI-MILLION S
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or part-time,
full-time training. To arrange for
an interview, call Nanda Holz at
408-358-7711.
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wild-grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly,
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE Call
408.2647871124 hour message).

MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL?
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest- Lip - Bikini - Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1.
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell . (408)379-3500.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 3745150.

WORD PROCESSING
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing.
Only ten minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose area).
Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes,
Tape Transcription. etc.
APA. Turabian and MLA.
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 996-1686.

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living Shop- Tab’s Word Processing Service
pers. Dept. 118, P.O. Box 1779. Incredible student rates on
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
resumes and school papers.
Add color to your reports at a low
600 HOW-TO-BOOKS, REPORTS cost. Ask about our resume
& Guides, you can reprint & sell. and school paper programs!!
Complete text of all 600 on CALL TODAY (408) 937-7201.
Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
1806241-9229 Visa/MC/A/nue. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
ANNOUNCEMENTS spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
and other services available.
Only $57.00 per year.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
Call Paul a Virginia 408.251-0449.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
HAYWARD4REM0NTAINI0N CITY
Wordaocessing & typing;
Academic /Bus. work accepted!!
HEALTH & BEAUTY
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
EXPERT kr APA format (4th Ed)
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer . FAX
Unwanted hair removed forever.
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 Om.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
SUZANNE SCOTT
510-441-0504 or 510-489-9794.
335 S. Bayivoocl Ave. San Jose.
247.7486.
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
408-3763500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

FOR NATIOIVAL /AGENCY RATES

COCHRELL’S Professional CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900.000
Resumes. Member or PARW grants available. No repayments.
Reasonable rates. 356-6782. ever. Qualify immediately. 1-8002432435.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
GUARANTEED
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Dscounts.
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Big-O-Thes
U"" vie F-crCicl
for College Students.
2336 OCamino Real, Santa Clara.
Mon, Fri: 8 to 530. Sat: 9 tp 4.
Everyone Qua’ ’es.
261.4430
Don’t wart! C., ow!
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar Or bass. Al SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
levels welcome: Beginning. coiiege & grad students
.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn SAT soxes & age not astrars’con
any Style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, Recorded message gives Je’d s
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 408-629-4098, Arreircement #176.
Call Bill at 408-798-6124

SCHOLARSHIPS
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Bition In private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless
of grades. hoome. or pouts name.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-2636495 ext.
F60411.

FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
Processing
408-261-8676.
PRORMSONAL Word
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes, letters,
mini-micro cassette transcription.
etc. All formats. Experienced
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.

SERVICES
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays. statements articles. etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick.
5104014554. Emergencies OK
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.

CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Rahn: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
i5
1,9
3 Ilne
$10
6
$8
4 lines
$9
$11
5 lines
$7
$12
$10
6 lines
$8
$1 for each additional lone

Four
Days
111
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$18
$16

After the Mb day, rats Increases by $1 per day.

TWIN BEDS, TEAK BUFFETS
tables, upholstered couch &
chairs, mahogany shelving. No
umemetie offer refused 298-3282.

SEMESTER RATES

First line (25 spaces) set on bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

10-14 lines $RO
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines. $110

Please check I
one classification:
4,0110

etv,no

Send chec k or money order try
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sao Jose State University

Ilan Joss, CA 9519241149

Classified desk is located in Dwight Ben! e! Hall Hoorn 209
10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Deadline
All ads are prepaid U No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publicabons dates only
GUISTIONS? CALL (408) 5243277

Greek Messages. _Share,:
_Events.
_Real Estati
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Found" _HealtvEleauty
_Sportsr _Volunteers*
_insurarve
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Enierlenmert
_Travei
_Computers Etc
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Processi,4
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community

am....imm.momm.admom11111ma-.101110W11mwm..--

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all flans
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or mere hand I se.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
U rwrers mill appear to the next j,;Nut.

ACROSS

1 Chief
5 Sails support
9 Jazz musician
Ellington
13’- Can Do"
(Dolly Parton)
14 Trophy
16 Heroic
17 Tops
18 Magic lamp
dweller
19 Night insect
20 Gained some
knowledge
22 Souvenir
24 Petroleum
25 Practice boxing
26 Nitpicked
31 Stain
35 Press
36 Pub orders
38 Sandal feature
39 Feel ill
40 Katmandu’s
land
42 - Meyers of
"Kate & Alm "
43 Film "Eating -"
46 Soul-singer
James
47 - one’s wheels
48 Actress Mario 50 Porcupine
52 Egyptian universe-creator
54 Over there
55 Imposing
58 Orchard flower
62 Prefix for
"house"
63 Former
candidate
Stevenson
65 Shakespearean
villain
66 Teen woe
67 Guzzled
68 Zero
69 Satellite
70 Cathedral part
71 L velyloy
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1995 Unned Feature Syncticale

1 Reception area
2 Wnter Wieser
3 "M’A’S*H"
actor
4 Get ready for
bed
5 Circumnavigator of the globe
6 Overwhelmed
7 - Bernardino
8 Decorates
9 Fault
10 Once - a time
11 Singer Eartha
12 Repeat
15 Ocean waters
21 Pen point
23 Gets tangled
26 A couple of
pints
27 Dickens
character
- Heap
28 Arctic house
29 Confederate

geonhealal __

30 Perspective oin
a painting)
32 Ending for
"photo
33 Novelist Puzo
34 Mimicking
37 Overfeed
41 Refined
44 Many
45 After-hours
47 Feeling
49 - greens
51 Gunk
53 Manymeadeo
serpent
55 Dog -paddled
56 Mexican
sandwich
57 Cartoonist
Peter
58 Prohibits
59 Writer Bellow
60 Stare
61 Lawn pest
64 Dnnk like
a dog
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86 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 10k
miles.Good ccncl. 2 seeter. Hlmt incl.
Only $716. obo. Pang 298-8888.

NOT-000 STAND for Frat/Sorority
for sale. Use for special events or
parties/fundraisers. $3,500.
Call Scott 415-9669833.

1)

majority in the Asstilibl% bit lilt
first tifile since 1970.
Holton said Hurtt’s clout was
"extremely disturbing. The fact
that one person or (his) compmy
can
buy
members
of
the
Legislature
is
a
frightening
prospect," she said.
But Hurtt said he and his allies
were different than other big 10
donors. "They are strictly special
interests," he said. "They have a
def
goal in mind....
"The only thing
ask for) when
I give my money to a candidate is
to abide by the Republican
yhpo’knip
of government - less government, less taxes, more jobs, a
free market system."
He said he was trying to counter
special -interest
donations
to
Democrats.
Common Cause is one of several
groups trying to put a measure on
the November 1996 ballot to limit
the size of campaign donations
and encourage candidates to
accept spending limits.
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Civil suits still pose major
threat for 0.1 Simpson
tt
this
LE’S
be hi’, ed to testifs.
time
The jury would need more than
"reasonable doubt" to exonerate
him. And the verdict need not be
unanimous.
0.J. Simpson, although free of
stiminal charges in the murders of
his ex-wife and her friend, could
ultimately be forced to pay millions of dams in damages from
civil suits tiled by their survivors.
It could be two tie three years
before am’ of those ascs es-en goes
to trial, and Simpson could then
face additional mouths. even years,
in court.
"Civil cases can get dragged out
forever in the California courts."
said Professor Robert Pugsley of
University
Southwestern
the
School of Law.
Even though Simpson’s acquittal in criminal court could be
hi ought up, there are a number of
reasons why he would have a tar
tougher time %sinning a /1st] case.
potpie
"I think there are a lot
out there who thin \ 0 I 4111 and
are willing to find him ,us ills iable
munall% gi thy.
as opposed
And I think this II make him pay,"
Pugsley said in an interview
Vednesciav.
Carl Douglas, a member of the
defense team at the murder trial
who is also handling the civil litigation for Simpson. didn’t immediAvis
return a phone call
Wediiesdav.
Simpson exercised his privilege

not to testth

in
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iii eVint-

damage,
be huge, Ptigsles

tip

in the civil c ases:

he said.
All these considerations Would
pressure Sinipson and his lawyeis
to settle the lass suits lx-fore
Ptigsley said. But there is at least
Goldmini’s fai tilime big harrier
ls . ssiiic h seems bent on teseitge.

of

tit

Simpson is going to he

against the cc all

Simpson’s guilt being proven
"bevond a reasonable doubt,- his
liability need onls be established
by "preponderant e of evidence."
That difference is sometimes
defined for juries using the scales
of justice as a metaphor. For proof
to be beyond a reasonable doubt,
one side of the scale ss,iuld have to
drop markedly be], isc the other.
Just a slight tip ti ciii ctih rcllHc IItectes prepondet ni c I icich
Since what is allugai i’ ut iintena put v
tional act of islet in. wig.
could twit if tf.frikkgcs to onol,11

than

In
the
wind

need for I, ism e. the denial or , ice

the Crlinillai

but he could be tot (-eel to do Si) in
lawsuits filed In the families of
Nicole Brown Simpson and
Ronald Goldinsuy Since he cannot
be tried again criminally in the
slasings, there’s no constitutional
pi itt non.
tiu.il mIs a 9-3
%Ism in a cisil
littitt. and
oite IS IICt’lled 1111

tviongflif death
lust \ IA\

of 101111114 I
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pas -per-view special
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exceeded
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people

were still moving in.
But the hinge number of people
moving 0111 Ilicant the states overall growth in population dropped
from 679.000 people in 1991 to
394,000 people last Year. Worse,
California’s image was hurt.
"In terms of pride and our feeling of well -bring magazine articles that say the California dream
is dead
this is a bad thing,"
Johns/ in said.
"But it’s not a bad thing in other
respm is.
If people had not been
leaving (:alifornia. we would have
had even higher unemployment
and an even longer recession,"
Jolmsoil said.
Mary Heim, a demographer for
the state Department of Finance,
said a different type of resident left
this time.
"Historically, California has lost
older migrants," she said. "Noss,
the out-migration is across all age
groups. including working age
groups. That would support the
hypothesis ilia! itic ji 43-related."
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111,111,.. she said. ’ 11 ccc
inake Into !eel a quintet of the
pain 551 Ic I I. It s worth it."
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Gold and blue flags
were hung on the new
lamp posts along
Seventh and San Carlos
Streets Tuesday in
preparation for
President Robert L.
Caret’s inauguration
ceremony Friday.

10111-lefol.

telephone calls.
Coil/1mm’ s mother. !Allmon
Rube, wh,i Stic cltsili ced from his
lathet ni 19:1..ilso tiled a wrongful death slut against Simpson.
will, It bet Att011it-c. %C had
[hewer, said had been it tucsu)lueiated with the Goldman,’ suit. The
Goldin:ins’ action had specified
she shotil(1 get onls a nominal
arnount of any jialginent.

California dream not dead, despite exodus
SACFLAMEN-1
.\ P I Those
obituaries declaring the California
Dream dead Inas have been premature.
The greatest exodus of residents
in California history seems to be
slowing, as economic prosperity
sluggishly returns to the Golden
State.
Commentaries on the departure
of more than 1 million people in
the
past
four years cited
California’s real estate prices, air
pollution, crime, earthquakes,
crowded highssavs. beaches and
parks.
But experts say it was likely the
lack of jobs that made people
move to other states.
Population experts now believe
the exodus was a temporary phenomenon, reflecting how the
national recession hit California
harder than the rest of the nation.
"You can explain the out-migration by the severity of the recession," said demographer Hans
Johnson of the Public Policy
Institute of Califontia.
As California’s unemployment
rate has declined, the number of
people moving from California to
other states has also declined,

in

SPAM Vs

111(111

didI’t it-il till
Math,

SPARTAN DAILY

The &pat ’tire and unemployment figures for the past low years
are not exact parallels, but the
trends are similar
The U.S. Census Bureau said
137,000 people moved out of
California in 1991, 210,000 in
1992, 380,000 in 1993 and 425,000
in 1994.
Prelimit tat s data this year shows
"leveling off or slowing down,- Heim said. But there
won’t be a formal estimate for several motiths.
During the same period,
California’s unemployment rate
rose to 7.5 percent in 1991, 9.1
percent in 1992 and 9.2 percent in
1993 before dropping to 8.6 percent last time. Each year it was
above the national average.
This Year California’s monthls
unemployment rate has ranged
from 7.3 to 8.5 percent, while the
national rate has ranged from 3.
to 5.8 pet (cut.
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Your
Career...
FREE

Career Guidance
Programs &
Workshops.

+ Hear Alumni discuss their professions
+ Find out what steps you need to take to
plan your career
+ Discover what options you have
+ Learn what services and resources are
available to assist you.
October ’95 is

Career Awareness Month

Pick up your Schedule of Events at the Career Center in BC-13, or call 924-6033.
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Turn that frown *1-’
upside down:
rules of etiquette
Text by
Tina, when I
returned to college two
years ago, I expected to
meet a few new friends
and endure endless
hours of homework, but
I never expected to be
called ma’am.
Sure I’m a couple of
years older than the 25year-old, average-aged
SjSU student, but Pm
certainly not old enough
to be a "ma’am." When I
think of a ma’am, I imagine a hefty woman with
Dr. Scholl comfort pads
on her feet and blue-tinted hair. I would rather
have someone say,
"Excuse me bitch" than
"Excuse me ma’am."
How is "ma’am" differentiated from "miss?"
What are the rules for
using that term? Who
comes up with etiquette
rules? Like, why do some
people insist on choosing
and ordering dinner for
their dates? I find this
etiquette rule rude. This
custom gives one person
permission to dominate
and impose his or her
opinion on another person One time, for example, I went out to dinner
with a friend (it wasn’t
even a date) and he
insisted on choosing my
food even against my
protests. Perhaps I
wouldn’t have minded as
much if we weren’t at a
sushi bar and I didn’t
feel squirmish about raw
fish.
I politely explained
that I preferred the sushi
with vegetables, cooked
shrimp and crab; but he
insisted those orders
were too "boring." He
ordered squid, eel and a
few mysterious items that
I couldn’t recognize. I
had tried squid and eel
in the past and I knew I
didn’t like them.
I was placed in a sit-

Tina Casalino and Linda Taaffe
nation where I had to be
polite and eat food I didn’t like. I became more
and more enraged with
each mouthful of rubbery squid. I kept thinking, "I am capable of
choosing my own food,
you domineering jerk."
Needless to say, I’ve
never been out to dinner
with that friend since.
Linda, I agree. Some
etiquette rules need to
be changed. People
rarely address me as a
"ma’am" or "miss"
(although I’ve been
referred to as "hey you"
many times). But I can
still see where you’re
coming from. I also find
your dining experience
rude. Thu should have
told your friend that you
were perfectly able to
order your own dinner.
You didn’t say
whether he paid fir your
dinner, but your story
reminded me of a time I
took a guy out to dinner.
It was understood that I
would be paying for our
meal at a well -established
restaurant. I didn’t
dream of telling him
what he could order, but
I was shocked when he
ordered the most expensive entree on the menu.
I tried to stay calm,
but I was fuming during
the course of our meal. I
couldn’t believe it. He
was extremely rude and I
was insulted.
Another pet peeve I
have is people who command me to "smile."
Nothing angers me more
than someone who barks
out, "Smile!" Most of
the time when this happens, I’m in a good
mood (I’m just not smiling).
Sometimes I’m concentrating or tired or just
not in the mood to show

Cover Design By:
Christian del Rosario
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everyone my teeth.
Smiling should be voluntary, not forced. Do
these pushy people actually think they are cheering me up by commanding me to "turn your
frown upside down?" Is
it appropriate to say,
"cry!" or "laugh?" Why
don’t these happy people
smile themselves? Maybe
their smiles will become
contagious. Better yet,
why don’t they give me a
hundred bucks ... then
I’ll sincerely smile.
I know what you
mean. People often tell
me I should smile or
joke around more. Most
of the time, people say,
"You stress too much.
You need to liven up." I
don’t understand why
people have to make little comments.
Sometimes I feel like saying, "Why don’t you
worry about yourself
instead of worrying
about me?"
But I think most people really do have good
manners. I like people
who give up their seats
(on the bus or in a do( tor’s office) for the eldetly. I like people who
greet me when I step
into a store. I like peoplc
who let me go ahead ((I
them in a grocery store
when I only have one
item and they have three
shopping carts full of
groceries. I even like
people who hold open
doors for me. To me, is
just the polite thing to
do.
Well Tina, I hope
when some "polite" person opens the door for
you, he or she doesn’t let
it hit you on the way out.
Now that’s rude!

Etc.

Police report is fictitious and is used
for illustrative purposes only.
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LIPISJSO
Helping others
find solutions

Text by .Julie A. GaIvan

hen Phyllis Perez Sorenson graduated
W from SJSU in 1990 with
a degree in communications,
she had a lot of time and
energy. and wanted to help
Other people help themselves.
1 looked into niv own petsonal life. and at the expel 1 core I’d had with domestic
violence, and decided to get
involved (in helping battered
people) in 1991," PerezSorenson said.
She became the chair of
the board of directors at Next
Door: Solutions to Domestic
Violence, a nonprofit organization located in San Jose,
that was organized to help
protect people from domestic
violence.
Victims need to know they
really do have options, and
that help is available, said
Perez-Sorenson.
"We provide a shelter for
women and children in crisis.
We also try to let people know
the problem is real, and it’s
nothing to be ashamed of,
she said.
Perez-Sorenson now
directs the agency’s fund-raising efforts and participates in
Next Door’s Good Neighbor
Auxiliary, a volunteer group.
She said it’s time for
domestic violence to stop
being something that’s merely
whispered about and to make
it the community’s responsibility.
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face
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Breen said since the murder of NiC1)le Brinvii-Simpson
last bine, the number (a i ills
to Next Door jumped from
about 200 each numth to
more than 500. Attendance in
the support group, which
meets each Tuesday, went
from about 18 people to as
many as 45 in one day.
The 24-hour emergency
shelter is in a confidential
location in Santa Clara
County, in order to prfitect
victims as well as staff members, Breen said. About 19
beds are available for about 30
days at a time. The city of
Santa Clara has offered
$300,000 to help build a second shelter, and Kadence, a
software company in Santa
Clara, has helped raise about
$100,000.
"For many women, it takes
an average of five times before
they’re actually able to leave,"
Perez-Sorenson said.
Breen said a lot of people
who have never been in an
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domes"About 75 percent
tic violence cases it eatial in
tir after
emergency rooms
or during the sepatation
process."
Breen uild victims to
develop a safety plan, which
includes teaching children to
dial 911 in an emergency, storing important documents and
keys in a safe place, making
sure there’s gas in the car and
telling neighbors to call police
if they hear righting.
Breen also encouraged
women to call Next Door’s 24hour hotline, (408) 279-2962,
in an emergency or if they
have questions.
However, until a woman
has completed her cycle of
leaving and returning, Breen
said, she may continue to
attend one-on-one multi-lingual onmseling sessions and
weekly support groups to help
build her self-confidence.
Perez-Stirensen emphasized that Next Door also provides legal services, such as
assisting clients obtain temporary restraining orders, find
an attorney and file for
divorce. For people in need of
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Next Door has deeloped a
voucher system for disti hutbig donated items.
Breen said counseling programs are for both victims and
batterers (who are men 89-90
percent of the time). Ctists
are based on the client’s
income.
"We also pr(wicle sit It 11,
to male victims in hetet os,511al or gay relationships.- lit Cull
said. "The male si, Mils feel
more ashamed than the
women; they think men aren’t
suppiised to be abused."
Breen said abuse does not
just include pil%Sil .11 al IS iii
violence It entails naine-i
desti iii tie
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Phyllis Perez-Sorenson helps battered men and
women at Next Door: Solutions to Domestic
Violence.
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a walk on the wild side is
nothing new for volunteers at the
Wildlife Center of Silicon Valley
SV ill San Jose, they do it
every do N 1\:\ (if 11,,S or cats need
apply. ()ills wild critters in need of temporary I trip are accepted.
WCSV is tucked away in a little corner off Senter Road in east San Jose.
There is a narrow, half-paved road leading up to the simple little five-room
converted house. Within minutes you
are transported from the sounds of the
bustling city, into a quiet, peaceful little
haven of recovering wildlife.
The center was formed a year ago,
after the Humane Society in Santa
Clara closed its wildlife facility. After 12
years of providing care and rehabilitation for more than 44,(XX) birds and
mammals, the Humane Society
announced it could no longer handle
wildlife in its facility. Volunteers immediately oflered to take on the job even
before the City Parks Department
offered to lease the house and surrounding property to them fin- a dollar
a year.
This niMpri)fil tWgii111/.11toll is
ilunteers, who
run by a team ot
take turns caring hit- the animals who
are brought in dail
On a typical (lat. the phone rings off
the hook with calls from people who
have rescued wild animals that are
either injured, or orphaned.
A wide range of juvenile wildlife are
accepted at the center. However, larger
animals such as deer cannot be accepted because they need a lot of room to
feed and the facility is too small to
accommodate them. Also, deer tame
too easily.
"It is not our purpose to tame these
creatures," said Kathleen Kay, volunteer
and day captain at the center." They are
wild animals, and as much as we would
like to domesticate them, they are wild
by nature, and they couldn’t survive on
their own if we get too close to them. It
is our intention to fix them and let
them go. We don’t even name them for
that reason."
One recent exception to that rule is
an opossum they call "Big Mama."
"She is very big and fat for an opossum." Kay said. "When we got her she
had halt of her mt math hanging off."
Op ’,sums get trapped in feral (wild
cat) .Nt.s. panic, and then try and
its thee way out, she said.
Rig \lama chewed herself down to
the point where there was
dII tt
[milling lett in sew up. The opossum
was iiatrtf In Me ( enter and has been
king Ili 11(1 flew home for almost two
[mantis itt its, Kay said.
"She’s
we-ring nicely and has
learned hov, Ili get out of her cage by
pushing on the divider," Kay said.
"Occasionally we find her all curled
up and sleeping tinder a table in the
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\i the moment, the center is
home to: 10 doves, most of which
were attacked by cats; a mockingbird
wearing a green wing sling, recovering from a broken collarbone; an
opossum rescued front a trap; and a
raccoon.
In another room, there are baby
squirrels lined up on counters in
assorted shoe boxes. The boxes are
covered with sheets, to reduce the
stress and trauma they’ve experienced. These squirrels were knocked
out of their nests by tree trimmers.
The volunteers feed the squirrels by
wrapping them up in a T-shirt and
feeding them with a syringe.
The six outside buildings house
birds and squitrels. These cages and
atriums are similar to halhvay houses,
and hold recovering patients that are
almost ready to be released back into
the wild.
The center is open seven days a
week, but operates on a shoestring
budget. C> ittseqtiently, good samaritans are asked II, bring a sick or
injured ani111.11 to the center for evaluation and ti cannon.
"Many time. ttell-meaning people
Ids it, these little
react too
patients ill disioss. particularly fledglings (baby Iii Is ," said volunteer
Jennifer At 0111">
"When Imbv birds are learning to
fly, they test their wings by flailing
around as if they were injured, when
in fact, they are just doing what comes
naturally," she s.ii(
It’s best to jtist let them be, and
make sure thet ate no cats in the area,
she said.
Eventually all of the wildlife are
returned to their natural habitats. The
Department of Fish and Game dictates
that once an animal is healed, it be
returned to the place in which it was
originally I
d. Records and addresses
are meticulously kept and pinned to
the cages, so that when an animal is
ready to be released, the center has the
animal’s history.
’The way the center survives is
through its memberships, gifts and
fund raising events," said Carol Monies.
membership chairwoman.
The WCSV is totally dependent on
public contributit ins to fund its operation, which includes: utility bills, special
equipment. medicine and food for the
animals.
If
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Wildlife Center volunteer, Monica Brandon, administers fluids to an insured
opossum, just one of the many wild animals treated at the center.

"St

Injured birds inside baskets wait for treatment at the W’ikIlile
Center of Silicon Valley.
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inflicted 24 years of
Hedegradation and beatings.
He continued a pattern of
tension, explosion, remorse
and apologies all to maintain his control, his possession and his male supremacy.
Lori Portales lived with this
man, married him and had
children with him. Now she
runs from him.
Pot tales tnet her husband in high st hi iol.
Although she tlittught she lose(’ him .ind
thought he %st tolt! make a de( till husband,
father and Mead winner, She 11,1111 t,1111(1 tail lit’
WAS je.ilt us,011111-,11ing and abusive. If she was
fi%e minutes late. he at (used hei tit cheating. It
stir spent ails III. ,I1e1. she had better be able to
explain %slime it i.seut. If she defentled herself
nom this sit al abuse, his punch became harder.
When Pot tales tin eatened tit lease him, he
threatened to kill her.
The humiliatit tn. manipulation and emotional abuse lett her with little self-esteem.
Portales. a SIM I /SVI11111( IgN major. blamed herself tot her husband’s %mien( e. She thought she
provoked him. Slit thought die blat k eves,
[narks around her neck
cracked ribs and t but
were her fault.
It took 2-1 sears lit -tote Portales lett her
abuser. Pregnant with her second child, she had
no more chi tut cs. Iler abuser was no It
just
a threat to her, he was a threat to their tinhorn
baby. She was able to leave go back to school
and fimtlly have a tile free of abuse. It is not
the
easy tor a lot of women, but Portales It
Lori Portales survived 24 years 01 abuse. Now she volunteers at The Women’s ReSOUrre tenter at SOU, counseling other women on campus who are victims of domestic violence.
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"When you begin
sensing that your
partner is jealous,
possessive, and
begins to hold
you accountable
beyond what is
normal, there’s a
problem."
Jackye McClure
Counselor
jackye McClure teaches several classes in the administration of justice department,
including Family Violence. She also volunteers as a rape crisis counselor.

negl,

continued from page 5
help she needed through organizations designed to help victims.
Relationship abuse happens to
people of every race, class, culture,
religion, sexual orientation and educational background, according to
The Women’s Crisis Support. It even
happens to students at SJSU, like
Portales.
"Domestic violence is a horrible
innistice," Pot tales said. "This person
IS SLIM/O5(1i cc
!IA(’ %. /II And instead,
ui silt dealing with the
II /II find
enemy. I tound (tut that the most
impoi tam way to get through this is to
talk."
The Support Netwiirk for Battered
Women reputed dia«.verv nine se,onds ti the t toted states., l’,1,111,111 IS
bCati."- h" I \ -1"."
deled %SI

it

e killed his their intimate pat 111(1-. These minders "(cur at
the late of tour a day.
e ni -battering" is
Domestic
defined Its the %%omen’s (.11515
cc s
plIVSISimpoT I As
I AI "I C1111111./11.11
Ole
t. Ic,gain and 11141111111C.11 it
1,tiii (,,IIII,d,cvt’t another." Battering
an IM A !HIM II or a kick, or it can be
11,1h...went, scsci e beatings and sometimes inuolei ..%Ithough battering is
asionally cli isolated act, once it
begins. it olien c(mtinues and escalates in tiequencv and severity.
Domes’’, violence encompasses
W11.11 15 ailed "the cycle of violence."
I his itI tn. coined by Lenore Walker
in the ear is ’80s, describes three
stages (Tin tat ci the understanding of
abusive relationships. The cycle
includes the ten sit
stage,
the exphisi,M stage and the inmey-
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moon stage.
The tension building stage begins
when the abuser gets angry over little
things. The abuser is edgy and seems
upset. The partner senses the edginess and withdrawals or tries to
smooth things Itver, hoping to avoid
an explosion.
"The victiM St’llSt’S the abuser’s
tension and begins to ’eel she or he is
valking on eggshells." said lackve
%li Clore. SISI
tic

pic,fesscii

"Perhaps iii ns, it usty. the victim
ii list’ wic Ie! the testraints the
alitiset has set and messes tip,"
Mt Cline said. "Ai this pi,int, a person
has two i hot/ cs 1)11C ( [mice is to just
deal with it .11111 die other choice is
lice, a teamed release."
ho,ises to explode,
If iii,’
’s cycle has been
phase nso
re.ii ccci lbc csplosi.tn is typically
phssital 11111Ill C. The abuser may
beat the lit tint. (14,111)y property or
di) bf 11)1. I 111,.11S. sexual assault, and
emotional Anil in hological abuse
often
In hti book, ’The Battered
Woman.- Walk et writes abtiut a batI,It’d WI/111.111 sht interviewed: "One
so titan desc ribed life-threatening
physical assaults one of which resulted
in a bridsen vertebrae in her neck.
Sill’ Was in physical pain fin. numths
following the beating. Flinvever, when
asked to describe the most painful
battering incidents, she said it was
when her husband commanded her
to get on her knees and make sounds
like an animal. ’This psychological
degradation was far more humiliating
and painful than the physical abuse

1995

she suffered."
In Walker’s cycle, after the explowhether physical or psychologsion
ical comes the honeymoon stage.
The abuser is sorry and fears the victim will leave. Promises are made suggesting it will never happen again.
"The batterer is remorseful and
the victim now assumes the position
of power," McClure said. "The romantic stage is where they both want to
return as a result of their now dysunctional relationship. The victim
has to decide either to continue living
sitli this violence or to pack the bags
and get out," McClure said.
McClure added that since each of
the partners in the relationship feels
inadequate, both of them tend to rely
on the relationship to feel "complete."
She said the relationship is often a
"symbiotic" one and their "extreme
mutual dependency" makes separation difficult for both the abuser and
the victim.
"Domestic violence is a learned
behavior," said Velia Villarreal, a
counselor from Next Door: Solutions
to Domestic Violence. "It is passed
from generation to generation. It will
not just go away, it’ll get worse without
extensive help. It may begin with
yelling, then become pushing, shoving and so on," she said.
The victim of domestic violence
typically finds it difficult to leave the
abuser. It is not true that people stay
in abusive relationships because they
like them. Villarreal said.
"Women generally do not know
how to get out. They are concerned
about money issues and housing
issues. ’Where will I go, how will I

make it on my own and what about
my children?’ are common questions
and concerns we hear," she said.
The majority of women who get
out of their abusive situations go back
to the abuser because they feel they
have no other options, Villarreal said.
"Shelters are scarce. We have a
shelter that provides housing for
about 20 women at one time. After 30
days, they have to relocate. This is
when they usually go back to their
abusers," she said.
Who are the victims in violent relationships? Villarreal said although 85
percent of all victims are women, men
are cIsc victims.
"tin’ number of men who conic
forum d is small so it is difficult to
know how many men are being
abused by women. They are embarrassed of their situation so they
remain in silence," Villarreal said.
Domestic violence is a large problem in gay and lesbian relationships
too. The problem is more common
between gay male partners, said Dean
Peacock, counselor at Men
Overcoming Violence (MOVE) in San
Francisco.
"Relationship violence or dating
violence fits the description of domestic violence. You don’t have to be married," said Wiggsy Sivertsen of SJSU
Counseling Services.
"Abusive men come from all walks
of life. We live in an incredibly violent
society, one that awards and condones
violence and objectifies women,"
Peacock said.
Nearly one-third of all abusers,
experience violence in their homes
while growing up. Peacock said.
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"The cycle of violence,"
A phrase coined by Lenore Walker describes three stages
crucial to the understanding of abusive relationships.
The tension building stage begins when the abuser gets
angry over little things. The abuser is edgy and seems upstr.
The partner senses anxiety and withdrawals or tries to
smooth things over, hoping to is id an explosion.
If the abuser chooses to explode, phase two has been
reached. The explosion stage is typically physical violence. The abuser may beat the victim, destroy propel ii
or do both. Threats, sexual assault, and emotional and
itsNt liological abuse often occur.

Onewoman’s
perspective
Text by Elaina Medina

After the explosion, whether physical or psychological,
conies the honeymoon stage. The abuser is sorry and
fears the victim will leave. Promises are made suggesting
that it will never happen again.

fathers were typically absent,
n they did come home, it was
g enough to beat up the fami:ave again,"said Jaime Ross,
n at Family Services in San
mother was depressed and
II. The child didn’t have that
ig environment to grow up in.
of becoming depressed like
her, he became violent like his
le went from victim to victim% said.
11Vomen’s Crisis Support
1 53 percent of men who batpartners, also batter their
111/.1111/11S such its MOVE and
,ire designed to help
11 , /11It violence.
.)unselor at MOVE said,
m1/.1111/11 offers batterers the
IIIN it examine the roots of
11,, and find Was to change.
,,liii change is possible if
lei is willing to !cam to take
111115 oser the ablisiNe behavdating often evokes into
ious relationships. ii is
it to recogni.re the warnprevent becoming a
Ii can be observed while
ling or dating.
is important to trust
liii is," McClure said,
begin sensing that your
s
possessive. and
. hold sit accountable
%hat 15 III mnal, there’s a
.Ii hew is ,t loss ol ulna is &I t’, led 11/Walll
ii III .1 spiteful way, not
Ii it
there’s still a KohIii

ales is now a volunteer at
Wonen’s Resource Centei
tininseling other women
US who are victims of
violence,
les emphasized women
pay close attention and lisle way men refer to other
If it seems a man has little

respect for women in general, it could
be a warning sign.
If someone is in a violent relationship, there are options other than
staying RC...11.111141g orders are a good
way to get a barterer out of the house,
Portales said.
A restraining order is an order
from the court that tells someone they
may not contact, molest, attack, strike,
sexually assault, baiter, telephone or
disturb another pei son. Restraining
orders can be used to make people
move out of their Ionise and keep
them 100 yards two lit nit it.
"Restraining toter, Ate not always
no percent elle(
’illarreal
loomed out. if he I an abuser) is
an aid ot going to !ail, it will deter
him, bei tiise that is what happens if
he In eatss the tt 1111 1 order."
k tuns tIltS tontat t local shelters,
fttn
suppoit
advice., legal assisiain e and null\ ’dual
ttr group oinis,ling. Students at S.ISU
\Vt1111111.5
111.15 al 5,, I .1111,11 1
RCM/11(1C (:cnter or Counseling
Sir i es
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Local shelters and
support services
Next Door Solutions to
Domestic Violence, Inc.
24-Hour Crisis Line
(408) 279-2962
Domestic Violence
Prevention Hot line
24-How
(800) 540-5433
Family Services Association of
Santa Clara Valley
(domestic violence counseling
for male perpetrators)
(408) 288-6205

/met Joe when 1 was 16. He
was everything my parents
disapproved of: 19 years old,
wild and always in trouble.
Joe was beautiful, with thil k. black
hair and intense blue is es. Ilk
arms were tan and chiseled from
working in the sun.
Every evening, 1 would wait for
his 55 Chevy truck to come barreling down my street to pick me up.
He’d take me out to dinner, to the
movies In just to cruise around.
He WaN ssseet and polite and treated me like a princess ... at first.
I looked up to Joe because he
was older and I thought he knew
so much. He taught me how to
play soccer and fly a kite. He
taught me how to drive a stickshift and work on engines. Joe also
taught me about jealousy and control, lie taught me how to be a victim of physical and mental abuse.
Joe taught me how to eat a
popsicle after he gave me my first
fat lip. He taught me how to lie
about how I gin the bruises he left
upon my skin. Ile I iii need me
to wear bagp clothes sit I
wouldn’t attract the attention of
other men, and he is,ilaied me
from my friends ft st loot].
I didn’t tell nu tantik. I didn’t
tell anyone. I didn’t
II1V 11.11(411 (And t\ %tine else
,11111; t AU ,11 until 1,1 5.11. I It /Id
VI/11 sit I 11,15 .1511.11111,1 ti 11111/
had ht’l 11111. hi, ti se ,II51/11(’ if
the abuse. I It it 111111
On the night itl Ink IL I 986, I
1111i/1 114h 1Ill 11,i111 door of
H is lotus, %soh tot, it, Ike(’ ribs
and a In liked ut tli,tn bone. I didn’t
make ir to tin beditioin. IN 111,1111er intercepted me ill the dai L till.
wa and I ("11,Ipscd III Ilt’l .11 Ills
EXh.11151C(I. I te.docd it 14.15 ,At1
R1.1111 111, I hints that I didn’t have
it .1111 1111 lit.
\ts (lad 1511.11 .10e away lit tin
we I le I et used foe’s phone t ans.
1k’ gtidifled /III 11 o111 ChM 11 hke a
lioness Anil t111.1115. he thtemened
Itt -liteak
knee(
it Joe
«outlined his Attempts to contact
nie toe feared in dad and Ile
g.ue tip trying to talk to me after a
few weeks.
By the time I went back to
schotil in September, Joe was a disti.,.

tant memory.
I got back into my life as a
young student and 1 started hanging out with all my friends again.
But I also read all of the information I could find about battered
women and domestic violence.
I learned that mental abuse is
the destroyer, draining victims of
self-worth, confidence and
strength. The abuser brainwashes
the victim into believing the punishment is deserved. A victim
believes she (in sometimes even
he) is weak and undeserving of’
better, because if she was "strong"
or "smart," certainly she could get
Out.
Too Olen I hear people say.
"Why di tesit’t she just leave?" or
"She must bring it on herself." It’s
not that simple. It’s not the itlivsical abuse that is so crippling les,
getting clocked in the jaw
kicked in the side hurts, but In ’Uses can heal, so can broken bones.
Petiole have lit I problem
act epting
I iramwasheil
dit int:ands Of pit ollit 1111,1 Illht1 111’4
jel,111 pC1/1)1C neT t lit 1 Sc, /1 III\ tit
lit the point iii genii, it le
lift’
vet tiles
111.11 tine
Woman I .tit itt litanosashed lo .1
111.111
It/1 CS 11 htl .11/11les IllI
.11 I 111.1115 SIt titus 11
.111115U 5111I .1hIt .111,1 111.1111 01,11
in ti I I I Illll Sit iii Ils 5111 1 1,1111,1 1,111
C5t1 (1,1%. ill Ihit t 1.15 51 in 11115
tI SISI
’11 "1111 lil,ti t. "1 "111111A1111111 "1 5111111)4 111Xl it, stiii .11 the
tratlif light.
Asking things like, "flow
von st.n with someone like hIT
old\ tii.ikes Sit tuns feel %wry.
The\ ate sits tug lief Anse dies
helieNt the\ haw tit lit ii whole\ et
reason) It 51 ii ktit
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SJSU Women’s Resource Center
(408) 924-6500
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Severs deadly irs

lead to one gO-y Oiler

Text by

Charlene Cook

even is a gory
thriller that will
leave viewers with
their hearts plainding and their minds replaying each murder scene.
Morgan Freeman and Brad
Pitt play two New York City
detectives trying to solve a
series of murders based on
glutthe seven deadly sins
ti inv. greed, shah, pride,
lust. CMS’ and wrath.
Willi.1111 St unerso
(Freeman ) is a cynical op
six daNs its is Ii in retirenieni. %Ol(n he Is intnaluced
ti his rtplat elliC111, David
Mills iPitt). Mills’ feisty attitude and desire to play hero
annoy the pessimistic
Somerset.
’FIR’S are hit-fed to get
along when Mills’ wife. Tracy
(Gweneth Paltrow), invites
Si Imerset to dinner and the
nvo rips begin to investigate
a string of murders.
Somerset’s knowledge of
literature and the seven
deadly sins lead to several
breakthroughs in the case.
(Mills. eager to put in his
two cents worth, buys Cliff
Notes about the seven deadly sins).
Once the identity of the
murderer is discovered, the
plot thickens and the chase
begins. This movie is not for

"S
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"Letlial Weapon."
those with weak stomachs.
Even Pitt s performance
The killer’s Niftillls are
is a little disappointing.
after enduring vile,
ft anal
Ladies, if you re interested
torturous deaths. One vicseeing the film for Brad Pitt.
tim was fed to death until
invest in a poster. He is marhis intestines burst. Other
ried in the film and his
killings include a prostitute
scruffy look and inability to
who was raped with a knife
shave is a letdown. He conand a lawyer who was
stantly rims his halld
forced to cut out his own
through his nev.IN cropped
stomach.
obviciuslv. he is still
hair
The VillielICC is Sill lekgetting used to lie change.
ing. but the climax is
Even though viewers can
intense. The nitwit. starts off
slow in order to build suspredict who is gching to die,
they may be surprised to
pense. Viewers ma% Ii iii
know how and when.
themselves on the edge iii
From the opening credtheir seats, wilting to unc ovits that tell part of the storyer the next piece ot the mvsline (later explained in the
tery.
Director David Fineher
movie), to the end credits
that roll backwards, "Seven"
uses some good and
visuals. Each tutircici
is weird. If you love a gory,
psychotic film, reminiscent
scene is graphic and
of "Silence of the Lambs,"
detailed, but ties iii it cc
see this.
dark, sleazy and grungy. The
Etc.
darkness is unrealistic and
makes seeing what’s happening difficult. Somerset and
----.01111b:111111111111"
Mills needed flash**1 Out of four
lights at nearly eVIT\
residence they
entered.
Seven
Finch also dulls the
storyline by using the
Director:David Fincher
worn-tan idea of two
Starring:Morgan Freeman
cops, (one about to
Brad Pitt
don’t
get
retire) that
is disapalong it
Rated. R
pointingly similar to
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Text by Sloan Hruby
reathing soulfidly into
the microphone,
Vanes.sa Daou personifies the poetry style of
the ’70s with the sensibilities
of modern pop. On her third
release, "Zipless," (her first on
MCA) Daou perfiirms a
singing tribute to ’70s poet,
Erica Jong.
Daou said transforming the
poetry to music was "a form of
personal expression," that was
"intuitive and changing."
Daou collaborated with Jong
during the production of the
music and was granted artistic
license to give her own interpretation to the poetry.
The poetrY deals with
"female sex iiality and loss of a
loved
h can bring a
melain holy letting," Daou
said. "My idea was to give it a
bittersweet quality that is
upbeat while at the same time
(tells) the truth."
"Sunday Afternoons," a
poem Daou strongly identifies
with, is perhaps the most
radio-friendly song on the
release, combining jazz and
pop in pert cc t nthesis. It
describes an ex-loyei ’s I ibsession for things past: "I sit at
home/at my desk alone/as I
used to do/on many Sunday
afternoons khtIl MU came
back tel lice, mu arms ached
for me/and your arms would
close me in/though they
smelled of other women./I
think of you on Sunday afternoons."
"I wanted the words to
speak for themselves, but at
the satne time I wanted to
bring myself to it," Daou said
about the album. "I wanted
the kind of delivery that
would stand a lot of listening."

Daou accomplishes this by
giving each song its own identity through singing techniques that vary from breezy
soul to breathy coffeeshop
readings. Her influences
range from the British
punk/pop of Lush to the prolific soul of Billie Holiday. She
is even influenced by the
philosopher Paul Clay and the
stream of consciousness" in
art.
A video for -The Long
Tunnel of Wanting NOW’ has
been played on cable television and a fan base has developed nationwide, particilLii Is
in San Diego where radii’ station 91X has been giving the
song generous air play.
Music was a logical step fia
Daou, who was already experienced in art and dance. In
1988 she met Peter Daou, an
accomplished nmsician, and
within a month they were
married and working on musical careers. She works on the
melodies while he does the
harmonizing and arranging.
Both Daous are self-proclaimed feminists which
Photcofcourordostesy
makes their union "one of ReMCA
understanding," the singer
said.
Her first release, -The
Long Tunnel Wanting You",
sums up Daou’s experience of
working with her husband.
She called it "tongue in
cheek, cavalier and playful."
Daou is on the road promoting her new release
accompanied by a five-piece
band that includes her husband on synthesizer. She is
joined onstage by another
dancer to add additional
expression to the music. Etc.
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CINEBAR
A drinking jperson’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!

FARMER JONES
USED TIRES

CINEBAR

TIRES 19 Sc & UP
1775 S First St. San Pis,
Phone 293-7612
Open 7 days 10am- 6pn)
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Text by EJaina Medina
13ook made into a moyie,
"Devil In A Blue Dress,"
is an entertaining flick
that takes viewers into a
tale of murder, blackmail, politics and yes, the ever-so-popular dilemma of black and
white relations in America.
Set in 1948, the movie’s
well-researched backdrop is
impressive with cars, clubs
and clothes portraying Los
Angeles’ Central Avenue
the soul of the city’s black
community.
" ’Devil In A Blue Dress’ is
a story about a man overcoming fear, specifically a black
man overcoming fear in 1948
segregated America," said
director Carl Franklin (One
False Move). "Easy (Denzel
Washington) makes a deal
with the devil, and now he has
to do the dance."
Washington (Philadelphia,
Virtuosity) plays decorated
World War II veteran, Easy
Rawlins. Rawlins bought a
cute little crib on the GI Bill.
Iie is a single, hardworking man who just
wants his slice
of the

A

111111111%
***out

(played by Don Cheadle of
Picket Fences). Gold-toothed,
crazy and popping off at anything that moves, Mouse saves
Rawlin’s tail more than once,
and does it with candid
humor.
The movie is from a
screenplay Franklin wrote
based on Walter Moseley’s
mystery novel.
Washington’s portrayal of
Rawlins is exciting and appealing. His dramatic moments
are blended with a spice of
humor, creating a likable man
that viewers root for throughout the movie.
UnfOrtunately, Daphne
Monet, who shows up for a
few scenes (always in a blue
dress), is one-dimensimal.
She never gets a chani e to
develop into a full-bliwn character. Instead she is a symbol
representing the racial harriers that are still present in
today’s society.
Rawlins’ friend Mouse is
the one character that viewers
will remember. Mouse "has
got Rawlins’ back" from the
moment he steps on the
scene. Somewhat of a bad law,
Rawlins can’t seem to take
Mouse anywhere without
Mouse taking somebody out.
His cartoon characteristics
and funny one-liners steal the
show.
"Devil In A Blue Dress" is
an eye-opening, sometimes
funny story that accuratels
describes an era that is iilitii
ignored in many Hollywood
movies- Etc.

of four

- Devil In A Blue Dress Director:Carl Franklin
Starring
Denzel Washington
Tom Sizemore
Jennifer Beals
Don Cheadle

Rated: R

American dream. But he discovers obtaining his dream is
going to be anything but
"easy."
Suddenly fired from his
job as an airplane mechanic,
Rawlins finds himself looking
for a job so he can continue
to make house payments.
After coming up short looking
through the classifieds,
Rawlins becomes desperate
for funds. He takes a job from
the slime-ball DeWitt Albright,
played by Tom Sizemore,
(detective Scagnetti in Natural
Born Killers) who is in the
business of "doing faviiis
friends.
The jib sounds simple:
Rawlins must locate a missing
woman named Daphne
Monet who has been rumored
to enjoy hanging out in the
clubs on Central Avenue.
Monet, played by Jennifer
Beals (Flashdance) is the girlfriend of a wealthy niivoral
candidate. All Rawlins has to
is
do is find out when NI(
hanging up her blue ilss.
Rawlins starts poking
around, asking questions, but
when his first source ends up
dead, Rawlins realizes somebody doesn’t want Monet to
be found.
After the police pay a visit
to Rawlins’ place looking for
someone to take the fall for
the recent additions to the
city’s morgue, the former airplane mechanic is forced to
play private investigator to
save his own tail.
Rawlins hooks up with his
old outlaw partner M(II1Se

in -Star Pictures, Inc.

25 Drafts

Every Thursday 9-11 pm
69 N. San Pedro St.
San Jose
(408) 287-6969
Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 4:30 - 6:30 pm

69 E San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

20% Student Discount
All You Can Eat
su’S mongolian B -B -Q
,111% \1111 \

11)1

Lunch
1Agine-r4):tr,
525
1 1 am-2pm

Mongolian B-B-0
(buffet style)
Beef. Pork, Chicken
Vegetables & B -B-O
Sauce
Deep Fried Onion Fingers(dinner only)
Chinese Donut ionnui on,y,

1111

El

Egg Rolls
Chicken &Potatoes
Fried Shrimp Rice
Fried Chicken Noodles
Mongolian Biscuits
Sweet Sour Chicken (dinner only)
Sour Hot Soup (dinner only)
Beef Bali (dinner only)
Fried Wontons ’,nor only,

Soy

Choose bowl of sliced meat

Camino Real. Santa Clara

(408) 985-2958

Okirthrr fest!
6trinania 3itaurant
at t4r4E1icdtTurs
261 N. 2nd St., at Julian (free parking),
Downtown San Jose 408/295-4484

TRADITIONAL BAVARIAN
FOLK DANCE SHOWS &
DANCE BANDS
SAT., SEPT. 30
FRI. & SAT., OCT. 6, 7, 13, 14,
20,21 & 27, 28!
ADVANCE RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED!
ENTRANCE FEE FOR OKT( )10 1:11.S )ANCE BAND
S’N
l’1.US BAVARIAN DANCE Slit ivy, - $7 PER
1111.171217.7 UNDER 11 ARL 1811

5.1)
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Whitfield Crane, lead singer of Ugly Kid Joe, sings in front of a sold-out crowd at the Cactus Club.

Uclyo
deir\,ershevj
Joe

a uminum

From the club circuit to stadiums
South Bay band comes full circle

Text by Justin Carder

Photos by

Carlos Gonzalez

band that used to open sold-tnit stadiums for
1.1),
11,.. ht it t ’gls Kid Joe did its dimmest to bring metal and all
1
I ( )//
ti Its pito ul tiappings back to generation MTV last Sept. 28 at the
t
it
in It is 11141%11 5:01 JUSC.
\ ow that Joe is no longer pits ing stadiums, the band is finding the club
who shiiwed exactly
tr( nit a little lonely Lead guitaitst Dave Fortman
st ene when he t dlii salt Jose a "great
how much he undct stands the I, tt
admitted 111,11 some of the slums 4 )11 W’s summer
rock ’n. roll townunir have been "weak."
it
"I guess some people forgot." Fortman said.
joe is out trying to get people to remember the% have it new album,
titled, "Menace to ,,,ilwietv."
San Jose. iiiiwctri. apparenth did not forget about the MTV videos and
the group’s 1.0 St hill alb11111, tlti pli00111111 "America’s Least Wanted." The
(:ai tits was packed to the gills, thanks to a push front a local rock-radio station.
It likoked like .1 tr:fierilits hi )(mt. had exploded, with a SI did fog of cigarette simike on ii it g it mg-haired grunge guys with > H)2 Ii) sideburns and
their rocker-girls, gt,tt ts mg to the times.
Speaking of the music (that 0 the point, isn’t i,.11oe has jettisoned its
lucrative rocker ballads in its club shows opting t,,, .t more punk. pukier
I Was .1

Itg
m w as

ae
l
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Ugly Kid Joe plays to a packed Cactus Club crowd.
rowdiness. There are no mitre covers such as. "Cats in the Cradle." Instead,
there are plenty of attempts at heavy aluminum.
Occasionally, Joe manages to lay down something thick. Tracks such as
"10/10" and even the silly "Jesus Rode a Harley" rock at least a little bit.
Joe’s ventures into funk are less successful. The anemic "Funky Fresh" fell
flat on its face, with guitarist Forman tripping on his Own guitar strings.
Forman made no excuses for his 1i:told’s eclectic mix. "It’s just what
comes out of us," he said (bringing to mind 10,00(1 poetic physical representations of Joe’s music).
Despite its "no holds" approach to creating an album, Joe didn’t have
the guts to spring either of its two lightweight offerings front "Menace" on
the partying crowd. Keeping the silly "Cloudy Skies" and the disgustingly
sticky "Candle Song" in the box, Joe tried instead to create a real rock show
at the Cactus, complete with moshing and crowd surfing.
One young lad was practically sainted by lead singer Whitfield Crane
after getting bounced from the club for standing on people’s heads. It was
a touching moment as Crane, Samuel Adams in hand, began throwing a
tantrum, convincing the management to allow the young hero to keep
rocking and re-enter the show.
Metal is alive (barely) and it’s looking rather Ugly.
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BODY PIERCERS.
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

OPEN DAILY
1 1:30- 9:00pm

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and

4th Street
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in Downtown San Jose

San Yeses Friendliest Pub
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’\o matter ho 11110 h
we men want to say, "I
am the man," ... we are
no more in control of a
relationship then we
are of our roving (l es.
its,

I, MAC

iii ij,tit k acre
picked up
pet te t
the emergent s ph( me." He
thought it was hinny, and so
did I then. But seriously, do
\ "it think if women were in
( ’toil, we miuld even have
nu( Ica,- threats. Well maybe if
ii was that time of ... too easy.
too easy.
Anyway, men are generally
stronger physically, that’s partially why we have been the traditional bread winners. But
while we were slaving away at
work, the women were at
home. cleaning, cooking and
raising children.
While his was a 9-to-5.joh.
hers was a dawn to duskaild
sometimes even more that
that. On top of the physi(ti
job of keeping the house in
tip-top shape, it was also her
job to raise the children.
stile 11c1 11.111

Discipline for the father figure usually needed no more
than the threat of a switchin’,
whereas the mother had to
create punishments since a
physical one wasn’t scary
enough. She also had to handle most of the teaching of values and principles.
While Dad rested his hardworking bones watching television with a beer, Mom was
cleaning up dinner dishes and
helping the children with their
homework.
In today’s two-income world,
times really haven’t changed.
Many women still complain
about handling a job, kids and
marriage.
It’s unfair. Even though we
may give women the final say
on flatters, if we aren’t there
to do our fair share of the
and physicalwork mentalls
haven’t gis en them
ly we
anything but mote iesixinsibility.
It all comes down to communication. Men have to talk
more and they also have to listen more. Why are there so
many divorces out there? We
don’t listen, we don’t talk. And
now that women have a voice
in society, we better start listening before they stop having
anything to do with Os all
tiigether.
Since we all know another
aspect of women controls (and
I mean controls) a certain pat t
of men, we tait’t afford to lose
touch (no pun intended, really).
I’m not the perfect husband. In fact, this column may
be somewhat hypocritical. But
when my wife speaks, GE.
McCrellis-Mitchell listens.
Yeah, my wife wears the
pants in our relationship, but
so what, I’d rather she wear
the pants than someone else’s
wedding ring.
Etc.
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CIIb 161
Jrisk 1)116 & )cstaurant
1005,

Smoke Free

Proprietor

Pahlck R McMahon Eso

6PM-2AM

7 Blocks ltorn AtenoClose to Light RallConvement PatkingParfies Welcome

1G
GO OE
GO

$1 OFF ANY BURRITO
(must, present coupon)

ROCK’ t4 TACOS

131 W. Santa Clara St. (5 Blocks west of Campus)
expires 10/12/95

Live Music
& Sports

Chasers
THU
OCT
5
FRI
OCT
6
SAT
OCT
7

LIVE REGGAE

Chase Your
Midterm
Blues
Away!
TUESDAY-SUNDAY

$2 BLOODY
SHARK BITES

mood ring
The
Hypnotics

3
PITCHERS

MONDAY NIGHT
MON
OCT

I 0% DIM:tit:Mwith coupon

MOO

1

31 E. Santa Clara SI. Between 1st & 2nd (408) 293-1118

rVintage Clothing of the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s
THINK HALLOWEEN

Pool
Darts

H4li4hUII IPM-2AM
friday:
3PM-2AM

FOOTBALL
fLATURING.

--,

1 6 3 0 W.
L.M - F 1 1 - 6

Specials M-TH

Full Bar
"",. Irish Whiskey
1 Irish Cottle \\

even suit up for fear of losing
the chance of ever being able
to have kids).
But aside from our physical
attributes, there aren’t too
many situations where men are
truly in (-intim!. Except maybe
the giwernment, and we see
what kind of trouble that’s gotten the world into. Hillary’s
not doing umi bad, hiswever.
Which reminds me ...
when Geraldine Ferraro was
running for vice president. I
remember a friend of mine
making fun of the idea of a
woman in the Oval Office.
"What would happen if the
Ruskies sent missies mt was.’

,iskcti. -She’d

Wednesdays

Beers
/ On Tap

as told by Chris McCrellis-MItchell

grandfather has a
myposter in his garage that
says. "I’m the Captain of
this ship . .. whatever I
say goes, but watt Ii imt for my
wife, she’s the Admiral." When
I was a kid, I thought it was just
some dumb adult joke (The
picture that accompanied it
was funny though).
Now that I’m older and
married, I’ve learned the lesson being told in the faded
poster. No matter how much
we men want to say, "I am the
man." or 1 got the bitch in
rise( k." we are no more in control it a ielationship than we
arc 1 ii owing eyes.
gt.tmliather, for
instal» e. was the patriarch of
the With. Ile brought home
the lia ifr so whatever he said
was law. But even thinigh he
may have brought home the
in. it MIS my grandmother
wl ai kept the house in Circler
sitt I ItI t was a place to cook it
I lie Way Illy grandmother
wins Ai guments against my
gralidt.tt het is at lassi( example of how she’s in control. Ms
grandlathet ii tell outshouts
my grandini thit into shutting
up when the disagree on
sonic stupid detail (isn’t it
always something stupid) of a
story.
It my grandmother has her
mind made up however, she
states her case again, saying he
just doesn’t remember. (Men
never do. do they?) Grandpa
shakes his head quietly in disagreement, but eventually
gises tip because it’s easier for
hint just to let her have her
was.
’fh is proves my point about
cot in (il. If a woman really
wants her way, all she has to do
is argue with a man. Men as a
whole don’t like to discuss
imixirtant stuff. (Right ladies?)
It’s true. It’s just easier for us
to say, "Whatever, you handle
it." That is, of course, after
you’ve confused us into submission.
Men are on the average,
physically stronger than
women. They can lift heavier
objects, unless of course a
woman is on a diet of serious
steroids. In sports which
require a lot of physical contact, men are generally more
fit to take the brunt of heavy
damage (Although I have seen
some field Inickey and basketball games where I wouldn’t

Free Pool

Y1/’
SPremium/

LUIGI’S
PIZZA
_PASTA

b0
90f15
8-10 pm

WED
OCT
11

E7ri NG
EVEN
HUMP PAy

$2 SEX ON THE BEACH

Chasers

1007 1110..
Hill Road.
Sall JOSII.
(one block .0ilth of Unladen
Expresoway, behind Pier One)
408 *269 .1111EW
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